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The present preprint is a co tinuation of the description, begun
in (5), of the description of the .. library of subprograms, arising in
the proceso of creation of a packet of applied programs for the cal-
culatioti of navigational parameters of artificial Urtb. satellites of the
Earth (mss ), wherein are contained the subprograms having indexes
from I! to I. in the subprogramsa for the calculation of the rigl=t
members of the M enuatinns of motion, presented in Chapter I,
the subprograms described in (a) are utilized. Here thore operate
also the principles of scaling the dimensional quantities, determined
C %• 	 The constants and scale 1',, lc tors for the subprogroms of chap-
tors 1, 3, and 4 are routed	 to the domain COMMON by conversi,oii to
the subprogram CONST The system of coordinates determined in (5) is
employed.
The subprogram for .integration of the system of differential
equations by the method 0 " Adams, described in Chapter 2 0
 on the
other hand, is sufficiently autonomous and may be used for integration
of any system of ordinary differential equations.
In Chapter 3 are presented subprograms ensuring the fixation
of the attainment in the process of integration of the assigned
values of different functions from the scluti,on of systems of
differential equatijns the minimum and maximum of an arbitrary
continuous function from the solution as a function of an independent
variable; the exit of the AES at the ascending node of the orbit;
the minimal and maximal, altitudes of the" ABS above the surface of
the terrestrial ellipsoid.
Chapter 4 contains subprograms for the computation of the values
iii
Y	 $
of various functions from the parameters of motion of the ARS ,
The subprogram R04T4(Ill), used for the computation of the
moments of entry of the Als into the umbra of the earth, is
intended for the calculation of the roots of the algebraic
equations of the fourth, third and second degree, has a
significantly independent character and may be used for the
solution of other problems.
The subprogram FA GRAV (F 03) was written by E. B. Ryazanovas
For the computation of the geomagnetic parawaters B, L the subprograms
BL, INVAR, LINES. STAR, CARMEL 9 INTEG O NEWAG O
 ASIN (1 04) are
utilized, submitteJ through the courtesy of Yu. N. Gal l perin and
V. M. Sinitsyn. The author of the remaining subprograms is the au-
thor of the preprint.
The author wishes to express his thanks to E. A. Chistyakova
for assistance In the editing of the texts of the subprograms for
publication, to L. V. "Iaytseva and V. F. Smirnova for help in the
preparation of the manuscriptt,
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:ZDFROGRAMS FOR INTEORATING TKB 1!,.t1tATI01%*S
CF MOTL" Cr' SATELLlmE.31, FCRr AN FOUR,
V. I. i'roxhorenko
Institute of Space ReaeRi* ch, Academy of Sciences TI SR, Moscow
apter I, tight member4 of the system of enuations of motion of
the Am	 (index F)
1.1. Fnuntion of motion of the AN . Various modeler.
We will write the dif'f'erential eauations of motion of the
Ass in an absolute system of coordinates In the general cane in
the following form:




.VY AVVY+11A Vr ♦ao Vr ♦As Vv •a 1 r
Vt=Q4AZ +Z%A
 
V. +QQ VZ + &S VS+©` 1 Z1
In the aroenw•ich relc Live system of coordinateta these equations
have the form
t1,v ,m ljsx +2(0SVV *Av ter +AA ,6x +406 + ^&-Ax +,a/'?IX
vy= y ♦ svr + AAI vb +'1A vy +'N0t7j,, +AS 6y + A4VY
SIAN 	 As x 	 sx	 x,v
where tho projections of acceleration, determined by the ;influence of
the cornespondIng forces, are:
r	 *Vumburs in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text."
*
1
AjAx # AjOy AjA - --normal gravitational field of the earth
. 4&A t)WPA6A
^
V96A I)-X , --losistatice of the earth's atmosphere
&Oojrt&ot)r .t&04c , --Sr,,vitatiunaI anumalles
	
Aj	 --gravitaticnal perturbations of the moon, and sun
	
OLYjx





2(a3vV ,2WS1sx	 --force of Coriolis
	
W 3	 --angular velocity of the earth's rotation
For the oaleul,:Al L ­n of the right membern of the system of
equations of motion of AW one lias the collo-Liun of aulpro garms:
IFNGRAV t FAGRAVp FATM O F 103R.",lo FLIG11T O each of wijich allows for its
ouinnonent In the ri ght mernbors of ti - e equation-s of' mott .,­
 of the
Theue uubprot;rama lave a subsidiary nature; from them It is
possible to construct the subprogram for I.alculatiun of the right-
hand sides for a :system of equations, wlt" this or that degree of
coMpletion for the deucribed motion of tho AES , In (4) were Intro-duced the Indexets KC, KG, KA 9 KJ' j
 KL and table 2.1, permitting the
regulation of the variants of the system of forces, acting on the
AES (and of the -system of coordinates, In which the motion of the
AES Is analyzed).
Table 1.1 is a repetition of table 2.1 from work (1j).
We recall also the deslgnatl; n of IncAexes.
The index KS characterizes the system of coordinates (pos,Able
values 1.2).
To each of the forces acting is attached its Index:
XG--force of the earth's attraction (pos ­,ible values 0,1,a,3,4);KA--atmospheric resistance (posi;ible values 0,1,2,3,4);
KS--gravit%tional perturbation by the moon and S?zn (pissible
values 0,1,2,3 ) ;U--pressure of light (posoible values 0.1.2),
Giving to each of the above enumerated indexes the value de-
termined t we give the determined model of forces, characterized by
the five-valued index, consisting of tie values of the indexes
2
Us KCB, TEA, KS, U.
There is a subprogram TORCI, realizing all possible variants
of themodels of force, specified by table 1.1. However for concrete
models it is posasi.bles to recommend to the user the creation of
"truncated" subpror ►s, which may be obtained from the subprogram
FORCE by means of I scaarding convorsions to those subprograms,
which are not utilized in the given model.
Table 1.1 System of forces, considered in they equations of
motion of the AM . Indexes KC, KG 9
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 subprogram FCIIOO( FO6) ,may serve as an .example of such as 	 /8
subprogram; in this subprogram is realized the modeel of the motion
of the AE9, Correa onding to the following values of the induces;
KC equals 1 or 2, G equals 0 or 1, KA equals 1, Ka eourals 0, KL
equals 4.
In order that the designations of concrete subprograms, of
the right-hand sides, created by the user, reflect the model,
realized in them, of the motion of the AHS, it is suggested that
one construct identifiers of these subprograms according to this
sort of principle; the first letter---F, after it as five-valued
index, corresponding to the chosen variant of model from table
1.1 (as this was done in the case of FC1100)..
3
1.1 Calculation of the normal graaavitaatti nal field of the earth and
(for the ca mer of the Or+eenwich system of coordinates) tronslPtion;al
y	 and Coriolis aaccelor*tinne (FOI-FNGRAV).
t_ 1. Denignati.)n. The terms jA.Vr ^,VYy Y ' ar,a determined;
they are dependent on the influence of the normal gravitotl nral field
of the earth In the right members of the equations of ;notion of the
.MS  (1.1) in tha absolute system of coordinates. If the motion of
WIS ASS is calculated -Ln Greenwich system of co. rdinates (system of
equations 1.2)p then these sums,; are determined:
1^^►w.vtwsx +Zwa tiy, L^^, v^+ ws^ -awsv,^, aN'6x
Z. Ctructure. Thor subprogram FNGRAV• General units: /CAOO/-
i ORZ'/l , /CAE/20 /CxM/l , /COmZP/n.
3. Conversion: CALL FNOWAV (KC,KG, Y, HC, RC, F)
4 *
 Initial, data: KC--index, characterizing the system of co-
ordinates (KC = 1 Kr Greanwlch system of coordina,es, KC=P for
absolute e.:astem of coord.i~nntea :
XG--index, chnracteriz.ing the gravitational field of the earth( for KG equal to zero there is considered only the central field)
_, ,--main, part, containing X, Y, ^, VV VY , V. or x, y, z,
vX , Vy , VZ.
5. Results:	 t.9
0--elevation of A1Z= above the surface of Ue earth;
RC--modulus of the radius-vector of the AElS;
%--main part of the right members of the equation of motion of the
AN , containing K, Y, ^, 1/K, VY , Vu ur , 9, to bx , Oy , 4z.
Via. Utilization of th roups COMMON: The constants of the
groa,po are utilized; /CAOG
	 /CRZ^ , 'CAE/2 , /CAE # /COM"TI
(see in 	 3))	 Nos. 2, 10 0 11 0 lR, 15 table E.7.)
Algorithm:
aa) absolute :system of coordinates;
8. Text /10
X UV	 J-? a VV Z X VS P





f	 2where C=31? cc ?O (Rlr) p , D4 11-Z2/r " O r*()(2+y"-+. 1, ) lip ' K--average radius
of the earth, alp *60# alpha.0
 --parameters of the normal gravita-
tional field of the earth; for alpha2o=O there Is considered only
t,'t,e Lnfluence off` the central gravitational fle14 of the earth;
b) Greenw-tch system of coordinates:
J^  U V	 X U VX-Z s	 vy
2







c) elevation he of the ABS above the earth's surface ellipsoid
Is computed according to the formula h,=r-(a._alphn 
ez'2/rte), where
a,,p alyha--seiUmajor axis and constridtion of the general terre-trial
ellipsoid.
5
AllsRpll7 ► NE /`NORA^ ( KG^EA^^t^1lCRR^!' ►
DIM A ME^ gN V(A)rr(A ►
C4Ma4N` /CA40 /A0(+^Ald
COMMON /CAE/A90AL
COMMON /CARLIAE4 ► l1 KA )1 # A ► 1
COMMON/AAZ/NE p f!E	 3. AA*0 4 1 MI►t ►i
-09MMON +PCOMLP/OMt = k OMtK A sA ♦ O^t g +e l R • ^MMw .
ws y t,)M1^CA? E 1$0 A ,1«A0A
RE^INty!^t)^Ytt)^► y^R ?iK(E^




R n #O R1isE) R(A ► ^a	 (A	 ^^'	 )	 OtR^11^.lf
NC a R •AVAELOW 40TO ( A•A) •KO
Wt WRZ/R A *OMZEoV(aa^F(A'dsMiL/R= T ^E ► a^^alfAMT. K^4It +'^ ► ^QM^^'MM(A ►
A sA*A0A !1 RETURN,
DC* R A Ron
.Loo Ce^'Lc ui—, to ili)n of till influ ence of atmospheric resistance
(Vol 7 A f( V ol .r F	 ;).
1, De^;i.^jvition. n ,Ae ter. rtn 'A.4 X , LEA 7 L1A Uz ,,	 are
det.erminod, det endlne, on the I.nflaence of the at i,osj^hei to r =esLa-
Latice In kite e t'juaClio 10 of (1.1) or ^^• t l •
..^tS.' ^ ^4u^: re,	 -';ub tL r ub ram FA M.
General groups., /BA'J'B/l , /Cott.,/l.
3. Conversiun: CALL t ATIMt (KC, 'Y, I`, F)-
4• initlnl datul. IBC--Index, characterizing the system of 00-
0,  rditlntes Y6-»-main patrt, contra tning X, Y, , VZ , VY , V or
x, ,
	
► v ^ vy VIZ Y--density of the atmosphe , e 	 F,--main part ofain
 me.r^bors of enuations of notion ofAS 	 X, Y,	 Vx, Vy, Vr
or x, y, z, v , V 0 v with the computati-,n of the Influence ofy
atmospheric resistance.
. Use of the domal.n COMM % Before conversi.ot to the sub-
program r'AV in the group CCMM0N/B3B/SB it is necessary to adYlresr.
the value of the ballistic coefficient in the system of units,
obtained from the calculations, for this it is ,Wfici.ent that the
value of the ballistic coel'ficient, given originally in the system
of units. kg , :n, s, be divided by the scale factor from the group	 u
CO7 A'V' i^^ /CEEB/F#Sl^ (see in (5) Pao. lZ table 2.3).
6
zFrom tho vroup	 there In utilized the constant









Vi "Fit *LEA VZ , VY "FY +&A 	 OZ sFs #AA VZ p
where J13--b4liati.c Lout-leient "B=Cx*Ft*12m
Cx--dimenuionlsut, coefficient of air rpulaLant e
Fy -squarer of ttio mid sect ion, m--mas.. of AZ8 0
i --nir annul ty
. *an,vo.,An, ,jomn _,c0








VX XVX+W3Ys VY IVY- ' t V, = VZ•
to the nir
In the iret-nw lo t system of coordinates
In the absolute syrtom of soor°dinates
tr ramtt,
	 r'i&t
	 of emunti.ons (1.1)
e
5^^10UTlNE /A TM(KC^y.#'^i) != IV1sO)=V^^)^OMl^Vt^)
COMMON DID/se	 o0 4 J8163COMMON /,*OMZfOMZ	 4 w:w+v^Jl^ytJ)
DI M E N SION Y (4) @F( A1 #V(})	 )1siS^'^OORTtVI)
D'O i Jsi.s	 DO	
J+^}t Y(J)sy(Jr3)	 ! /^J♦3) ^il^^*r^tltl^V'iJ8OTO ( 2#3)•KC	 RETURN
'3 V(l)sV ( i)*CNZ • Y(Z)	
-.END-
1.4. Calculsti-sin of ar omnlies of ernvtv , t i onal field Nf the earth
N)
1. Degignati. ,n. 'rho terms del ;^s s 1IX , deltajY„ de`s ta^U^, in
the right members of the system of enuati,. tns (1.1) or (1.?) 9 derived
from the influence of anomalies of the earth's gravitational flild.
7
e4P. S subprogrambprogram FACRAV. 112
There are utilized the exterior subprograms; =2o DEOt D^G4 (Eul)
0eneral group; /RAD/,,.
3. Converuion: "LL FitGRAV Up XG # F, KG, NM).
'J"Ii. Initial data*
The main part Y
	
containing X, Y j Zo V V60	 yp Y, VZ or X t Y 9
 ZP
vXP v1p vz ; the main part. XG 
3 1 conta" 'ng Xf YJ Z;
F6--main pert of ri-ht members of equations (1.1) or (1.P),
containing~ the terms, determined by the Influence of other factors;
KG--indox, determining the nature of the considered anomalies of the
graviL.ntL,nal field of the earth (possible valuou: P, 3 9 4);
For KG=' one considers only
 the zonal, harmonics in the. breakdown
rof the gravitational field of the eartho for KG =3 there &re
considered the zonal, tesseralq and sectorial hnrmonics, for KG=4
ono considers only the har:,ionics
	 309 40;
" IkvM--numbor of considered harmonics (NT1
	 than 22).
Note I	 For KG-: - or 3 It Is necessary first to turn to the sub-
program CONGR(A6Z) for the addres.Jes In the group CCXMCN/BCONGR/.
coefficients of the Cravitationitol field of the earth. For KC=4
one uuea the coefficients -'turn the block C0MMCN/CA,*N2/4 (see (5)
No. 4 tnblo 2.1), value NY1 Is not used here.
No to	 The main
1, Resultr, : Main
^y t	or ;, yp zp vXq
the anomalies of the e,




6 containing new values X, Yq ^ P VXq
vy j vZ with calculation of the Influence of
arth's gravit&tIonal. field,
6. Use of the domain COMMON. In the block C(.+.1M0N/RAD/RC,R1




A o vy =— ARr YIr —A 9 rn Z t/rr, 2 t X1r f
j	 s
VX^FX+deltajX, ''y=FY+deltaGY,^, V *=F,+delt,a,GV :fit
 where r , =(X` +Y + 3
rl (X2+Y `') , FX , FY , F .'--components of other terms In th=.4 right
members of equatiuns (1.1) or (1.71),
delta gr- radial, component of vector delta g, acceleration due to
the Influence of anomall es of the A ,Arth's gravitat -nal f .el.d,delta gm—merldional co -ripanent of the vector delta g,
delta gi"-projecti- n of the vector delta g on the normal to the
plans of the meridian.
Note. Them corriponents of 4he vector delta g, for some or some
other recommended ammalies of the earth's ^,ravitational field,
respectively, are cdlcul,ated wi :h the subprograms w th Index I'Ol. c
S;:^G ? o DEG 3 or j:aG 4 see in (5) p. 6.1 (there is introduced also
the algorithm for ;he co;riputatlon of the components of vector delta g).
3. Text.
subp^UTtNE r,4CRAV1X,XG,F,dV1Nk)












4 0 TC (: ► 2.3) ► F.,1
C;-LL CEG2(X ► OG,tiM)
GO TO y












1.1 Calcul:.^tion of the gravitational perturbations connected
with the influence of the moon or sun (F04- FGRSS).
1. Designation# The terms delta, X, del.taS lY v dsltaSV
in the riCht members of the equations of motion (1.1) or (1.2),
dependent on the 61-avitatiunal perturbatiun of the moon or sun,
2. Structure. Subprogram FGRSS.
3. Cunversion, CALF, FGRS;'* (GDR3 0 X, XS, RS, F).
_j. Initial data; GbR3 = mus/R , where mus--product of the
gravitational const:^nt and the mass of the moan (or sun), R.—
modulus of the radius vector of the moan (or sun),
The m, in pert Yp contai.ni.ng the values X, Y, , VX , VY, V"
or x; y, z, vx , vy , vz ; main part XS 3 , containing the values
X0 	 0 , Y 0 "°o or x , y	 Zo -- directed cosines of the radi.us-
vertor of Ue moon (or sun); main part F , containing the values
.	 ,	 .	 ,	 •	 ,	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
x,	 %j^ V.* , VY, V', or x, Y: z, vx , vy , v , considering the
ather tej. ,ms in the right members of equati.)ns (1.1) or (1,?),
,. Results. In the wain part F6 the now values of the
ri ht ;,euubors of the equatiunn of wut.ivn of the AES are addrem;ed
with tie computation of the influoncae	 L;ruvir.f:c Uunal i3orturtw-.iti ins,
produoed by the moon (or san).
µs/rs ^^Xs',^'/rs)rs/!rs-rh-X s)
^s^ti• ILL	 NY -y%rs)r3/Irs-rl3_ja^
A s ^i = µslr' ^(7 s`Z/r)r3/!rs -r't3-Zs)
Vx =fx O S ^!,^ , ^y = f-^. ♦ mss VY	 Vi "Fi 4mss V^ >
I r, -rl /1"s = ^Xa -/rs )Z + ^j`s }/^s}i + (? _ 1 r^s)s ^/2
I:I)
1rs--modulus of the radius vector of the moon (or san), F'X , Viy, F
w- -compnr.ents of ether terns in the right members of e quatiuxis 0
and U. Z).
?. Text









2 1(J#318rtJ*3)*a0R3*twtj1*R•x ► tjlI
3ETURti
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1.6 Computatl,^n of the influence of the pres .ure of light(F05-"k'L G11"')
1. De:s:ignati0n. The terms delta LVX , delta L Vyq delta LV
aro Bete nined, consWel-ing the :influence of light pres :ure on the
rLi ght i:ze.,(rers of equations (1.1) or (1.2).
C.l. Struc ure. Nubs rogram FLIGHT.
General blocks: /BB/19 f CRZ/1.
3. Conve 'si on. MILL FLIGE'T (KL, Y, RC, Xa, ROp F).
4. Initial data; KL--index, governing the computation of the
u;:kbra of the earth (for KL:1"
 Is produced the calculation of the
influence of light preskiure independently of the shadow, for XL=
the shadow is considered);
The main p-nrt Y6 , containing the values X, Y 9 VX , VX, V4,
or X, y, Z t vh , vy , vz ; main part XSY co ita:in:ine the directed
cosines of the radius-vector of the sun. X0, Y o g Zo or
xp, yI t
 u ► considering the ether terms in the right taembers of
equations (1.1) or (1.2).
5. Results. In chain part F 6 are adheres ,ed the new values of
right members of equations of motion of the AEs with calculation of
the influence of the pres;.aure of light.
6. Use of the domain CGMM' CN, Before conversion to the
11
br^
subprogram FLIGHT in the block WT'M( , N1 /BB/B it Is necessary to address /16the value of the coefficient B (see par. 7). Starting from this,that in the kgp m, a system of units th.s coefficient has thedimensions m/s 0 it is necessary to meke it agree with the system













—B (zo zlre ) r.;l Jr r. - ♦ Fz
*.Xlrof+ 0" 0 . Y/
rxe. 1,te rllr, =	 r)^ 2 + (Z'D	 2)1/20	 ZA-0)
B "m kgv
where F,,--sauare of the mid section, m--mass of the satellite,
q 0=4.5 l0-?kg/M r-'--prucsure of light in the region of the earth's orbit,
k=l for full optici:^l reflection *
 k=1.44 for full diffused reflection,
In the case of calculation of the influence of light presjure
with calculation of the shadow of the earth the entry condition of
the AE into the earth's shadow is verifLed:
ccb V 4 0 iq r vir Y < R,
rxe cos y =(IVX o+YYo	 G+Zz, )lr 	  = (X 
2+ Y 2 +z2)J/2
p--average radius of the earth.
8. Text




Ct1^A ^''.l^ ^ w R^
A "C ►uar Lit d,s A x*cII Oqf
x,-CPA ► C14)_*t$%tA$A	 ta^r^^aRs^Rt w
F= M ^ ►^!'^!1 ^	 PQ R f^ r s f r
Ma ^.^A^K t.i1^ul.l9/R	 t	 CRj.i PorA.f -3t -!'^^WORM
too
1.7 Fight members of the system of equatiuns of motion of the
AsS, considering the normal gravitational field of the earth and
standard five-layardd atmosphere (F06—FC1100)
1. Des.ignratiun. The subprogram FC 1100,is intended for use in
the capacity of a subprogram fot* tk:e right members for integrattun,
of a system of differential eriumti uns of motion of the AES
models, characterized by the indexes 11100, 2110.), 10100 9 201U0(secs table 1.1).
2, Structure. Subprogram, FC1100
External subprograms: FNGrRAV (FO1) , RO (D I) , FIAM: (F02) .
General blocks: /B11C/j , /BK/ , /BBB/1.
3. Converse, un : CALL FC11/,O (T, Y, F) .
4.. Initial data: T--independent variable (tine), Y6--main part,
containing X, Y, Z, VX , VY , V  or x, y, z, vx , vy, VZ
.
5• Results:. 6 - 7main part, containing, X, Y, ;, VK , VY , VZor
X, y, z,, Vx , Vy, vz.
6, use of the domain CC':MCN.
necessary to give the value
to the scale factor from the
2.3, No. 12).
In the block
the values of the
the given case for





In the block CO1:W1, /BBB/aB is is
of the ballistic coefficient, relative
block CMMCN/C 0JB/EBB (see (j) ), table
COMIMOi IMIKC, I,.G,KA, Ka, KL thex e &usL be given
indexes of the model of forces (see par. 1.1). In
the index KC the pos,ible values are 1, 2; for KCB
of the remaining indexes are not used.
COMMON/BhC/IiC , as a result of the work of the
is addressed the value IIC--elev^xtion of the AES
of the terrestrial ellipsZ.id .
030.3 '1141.-L r , n F 1" 1.3
l pj pig Ift QTTA11T
DIMENSION V4610961
CALL 





I	 11niverant a*ibprogram for ctj1t:;t1iiti. ,n o!* riplit mc-*srs of
e n untl-'111 1:11 'notInn of ' ARS with the use of various ;nodels of forces(i"^7
-
i('RCEq 14('DEN'3 0 LO^xt/,OD)
1. Designation. ' Oubprograin F0RCF, Is Intended for use as a sub-
prot.ram of ril-lit-hand sides for integration of tho system of eouations
of motion of the AL for any models 41 forces, described In table
1.1. Tito subprogram LOGM(D for the t iven model of forces deternines
tne value of the logical parameters, governing the computation of
sidereal Ume, the positions of the moon and sun.
2. Structure. The package of subpr-ograms,
inputs'- . for the users: Fk- "RCE, LOGMACD.
Internal inputs WDr,IV'03
Utilized external subprograms;
ANORAV(FO *FiiM (*-F'0-2')-,--iAdRAV(FO3), FOR33 (r04)p
Fuoffr(Fo5), A&10A0(fi06)j, R'q(D00v DENS (D02),
SELENA (cot), srT(fio5). ourLN(Bio), SUN (CO2), ADEW'v,
I




0 0 m x e 6 A o i K x v2 21, /81.00/ ,4 9 1B W, /1 9 /BB/, 1BMVj j. /W0/5 r
I,BD7',I,., 1BS01,,1BDJvLV1,,, 1BC0JWW ^,1VK0F.F1j*,13YEM1nj,
/COED/, /C4 0012 1, /C4 22/4 9 /rM/I ,IVRZI, /rAE/, ,tURL1, 9 AW12 9
,.ICDSJS..I- 't /COMZ/4 9 /CCMZP,/2 9 ICAELIj1
N/C
	 , /VSDAYl, /CT 3/ , AMA , /C'E 34 , l'BEM /2 , I'VE)t0/1
ICM4124 , /W4 q /B T4" , /81ECG/ , ,, RADA
3. Conversion C %LY FOC,'"^ , ('" P Y O F)	 19}. Initial data: T--independent variable (time), Y,--.,vain part
of the fUnCt ions so, &ht: X ,Y, , VX , YY , V_ or x, Y ► Z , vx ► vy ►
vZ.
• Results 	 '; --main part of functions derived from these sought;
X,', ;, UX , V„ V or x, y, z, vx o vy , vZ-- r; lt in me;i.ber s of the
system of differ eutial, equations (1.1) or (1.i-).
u. Use of the dom,4Ixi CCCMM('N. Before converulun to tiv , subproeram
''CRCza it lu nece;w:,ry to ensure In tie do nairz C0 ,',::'% - N he val,aoa of
tine parameturs util,Lzed. Iii the block /BK/KC, KAI KG, KS, KL it
Is nec:e ,;wiry to addre is;; the values of the indexes of the chosen
modol o f 'Lora fir (see table l.l) . Ian the black Ct', ^;^`T:/pI,CGf I. lUit,
Ju 
x ,:, o	 ,,; T ^	 I m by ::teens of convorsi on to the sub prog ram L:`GAx<'J(cfe.rcY-P,ied below, in par. ).it is necessary to ndare6 ; the values of
the l.o Jeal vririables, used for reCul.at ox of the ew.,il-utation of
sidereal tl.mo (for L.*)ms•TRUE), j)osittuns of the moon (for L.B.-TRUE),
and suer ( for L 'UN'_: "f;US) .
The remairtLne bloclts C(T"!'10! :ire used only for the deter;nizind
values t L'he indexes (it the ,.,o iel of forces, for wnLol, In each Lase
there Is all Indication. For K1 grt-Iter th-.n: or onual to 1 in the
bloc , Cci"211 '*'/" a"r' l It is necessary to address the value o f the
ballistic coefficient, rel.ati-^e to the scale factor fro.-r, the blockCk .iM ^Y/UESR/I (sere ( ), table t .3, Igo• 1P).
For KL 1°reater than C (computation of the Ares ure of liz ht)
In the block / is/f3 it Is necessary to replace the value of the coe-
fficient H., (see nr. 1.0 relative to the scale multi rl Ler fr 'x block
/Ml-MB/1 (see (1 ) , table R. 3 p x;o. 11) For KG=P or 3 it is necessary
In the block CCMMC°N/BNM/ito address the value of the number of
harmonics considered in the ravitat,i onul fiel,z o;: the earth, i n the
black CCj":M( /BC0T,GR/, , . ^-_va ue: of the coeff':ic3 east's of the bre.:k.down
of the gravitational field of the earth (by conversion to the: sub-
program	 For KG='t in the block CCM.M1 N/CAOO/_ itt,.
is necessary to transfer the values of the cor.esponding variables
from the black /CA (A/', (see ( 5), table c.1 9 Nos. p , 3)•	 c0
For KA greater than l or KG greater than d or KL greater than
J i nthe block CCMMON/BDT/I it is necessary to adx?res the value of
the date of tying the time in the mode RUD (relative to the Julian:
date). For KC:l, if KA is greater than 1 or KG is greater tiv n C
^7t'
or KL greater than 0 9 and for MCI, if KG in grotator than
	 In
`jthe block CCMM INV I IJX/ 33C, T.;v NZ It is necessary to addres.- the valto
..-sidereal. time At midnigLt Greenwich of the date DT, and TS and
NS to not e qual to zero.
For KA=91 or 3 it is necessary In the blocks C( -1MYT4TV'/: K0EF/ 50
and /SY1.,'AR/, to addres-i tile vaLusa of tne coefficients of the model
of tee at'l.,ospi,ore and sat of numerical corracti, ns for the soni-
annual of:'ect, which is a--.compli	 rshod by conve sion to the subprogram
VKN.Ak'DN'); In ti.9 block / " Bi)Yr.4R/'l ono addres es the date and time
In tile furm of L:w numLor of , it-hr. periods from the beginnikjC of
t'. ,, yvar; 1:i a  k COMMON/SRO/Y107 0 FOp AI', D, I one ad .rein; t;^*
LIP' Valuut; FL, 01 1-he ln'Lonsit.; oi- solar radio-radiation F10", W14LI
computation of the time or retarautioxi (for K;tz. ' one, setae F101) lac;-,
luus Ll,pn 0.^))p FG--of the average level of solar radio-radiativu
(pos-ible values: 75, IOU, 12>, 15O)o 'Ili , trihourly Index of goomag-
rit , tit; perturbation with cujaputatl^ n of the time Itig (for KA;. set 1U
less thi4n 0,5) 0 D­jlurametery regulatln6 the calculation of tile semi-
annual e*,focL (for ) len. than 0 the semiannual effeet is not con-
tfldei ed) I- paryoetoi, regulating tiara calculation of the diurnal
tv	 c t (CE)  for' KC, CIE' is considered wItLout the term wi l
vi
p t ie'
L ,o coefficient C , for .-IC	 Is not considered, for I gr .*1ter than
0, CE I.,; coasLdareH ful;y) For KA=Lt (atmospher CIR.A-'(?) in the
Ablock C	
'
C^W-	 1?Cj	 K I , D t I it la suf:iclent to ndores-^ the
v"lluen IeY6­7-' -Index F	 (ti;.ie of retardation 1.17 days), FO--values




, '7,33 and ao on (tiie of retard-
attoll	 dn^s), values of 1) and I without importance.
In he block C( T.,X"N BIT C/!1C/RA 4T)/RC R1/ 111!^XL/CEq *'jF,/1_1FT/TMV
-	 .1"	 0	 .- of operatLon04 ^ 1 RA I Ito, B.; j RL 9 X"(3)o XL(, 	 GS, ^L Ili the proces,,
of tile nubprogrtm YCRCE one addres es the values 1IC--olovation of the
AES above the surf-ice of the terrestrial elltpeoidp RC, Rl--radLus- /_U1
VeCtOl• of ALPS and OrOJOCt! )116 Of the radius vector of tine AES On the
pl;.ne oi' the ei-irth i s eqaatQr (in the subprogram AGRAV); GE, O'E-
coaine and sLric oll.' the ungle of inclination of the plane, of the
carth'a equator to tiie pl ne of' the ecliptic (in the subprogram SUN);
M".0--curi-ent, tiwo (Mloscow); JT--sidereal time- AS, BS--ri6ilt




iv. , sec L,ively, for the modules and directed cosines ?In tl:e sjstem of
cu t , inate6, deturtmined by titu Index 90) radius vector of the sun and
mo- 11; 13, GL--mu,
	
S/ R` and mumo%-,n Rf,' , In the remain*ng blocks L
COMIMON, enumurated In p-ira. 4 , It is necessary to addresa; the values
Of tine constants and sale factors in conjunction with the tables
by means of conve ,
 lion to the subprogram GON'T(Wl) .
7. Tile subsidiary subprogram ROD"ANS, intended for twitching
into the subprogram FORCE of the subprograms of comr,.tation ofthe
de,isity of the eurth's atmosphere according to vLirlous models. For
KG=P. or 3 one uses the model, realized in the subprogram DENO (DO. ")q
for KG=4 one uses the srodel LIRA-7P, subprogram A.)RN1
 (D(13),Structure. subprogram RUIN'S.
16
External subprograms AGIGAC(l_06), GCLT1,N(I310),
General blocks; / lfr' ,, r BDT/l , /` Ro/r. t /'k KOFF/a, /SYF AR/8 ,
/BDV ARi l p 7C M/I t /'G"'3 I , TSDAY/1 , /CE5/ ,l , /BFA/ep, /CERO/j




 --X, Y, t, VX' VY, V'l, CR ?t, y r Z,
vx , vy , vz ;RC, ItC--modulus of radius voctor and ol.evution of Ag8
above tl,e sur face of Lho trsrrestri bl ellipsoid, 1T- sidereal ti:re^;
AS, BS—rie lit asxenaimi And decl.irxation of Lho Bun.
Res.iIt*0 k--denuity of the rat:rosphere (in the ,tjvotem of urrl.Ls
used for- the Computation ). Concernlnz, the use of blacks Cv'MM,N
sou Rana, U.
6, Sub j , rogram LOGI•:OJ, s tkrtl n t5 fro;,,, the values of the indexes of the
necfsl of forces, t;l, ven In the block C. X 1./SK/KC, KG, KA, K-O KL,
	
addresses to Use du..win rf^CG^'1,.^Uit, 	 ?,S :,f:, L IT the val,^ies
of :.he lo t, ical parameters, which m,-Ay be used for the regulation of
the calculs{t on of sidereal. Ume (la 1T) ant: Post ti ns o^' the moon
M3 )) i!nd sun (L."UN). Pelow are introduced the cond tivris, under
w11icn each of these p„rarreters taker, on tl:e value TR'tP..
i, all ° ;.i, ^y
 for, K,7 t.r* ,ntt:r• th;ln 1 or KL preater than u oil KA
gre&ter than 1;
7tI 	 1135^`l'Ri 'i f -- ^^r+ E,,: +^ ,^ e.: t rx...:
 !-'h in 1 l-,r•. KL 1.. r e . p er th-r. C
1.71:1,.:A t 254r1 '^ for KSL or ^ r J” -^!L.; 
	 to	 r l<..	 E•x i.t ` t'. Ix 1 4^	 K-,	 neater then Q or KL
gre-iter th • '}, C, if hC=l and for ri% gr,k :ter L imr, :, if KC =F.
y, ""*At
SUBROUTINE f Ovw x 1 v o r)
DIMENSION V(6l9F(6)gV613l
LOGtC^L•LSUNLSUNS^LSEL^LST
COMMON/dr ♦ /T. STS RS^Ai^Di )R{.i >ti t 3 ) ^XL^t 3^ ^ oif01,
COMM01^i /dLOO /L;UN+LEUNi^ L=EL ^,i^T,^^,,^
COMMON /bK/RC0 g oo =A#KS9KL	 CAsL SUNIPTOXi SSO SM^7
COMMON /Cows/ OR rDORi	 SS iRS/R /-SO06RS
COMMON /BNC /NC 	 a0TO(lo,10),KC
COMMONIOM/NMO	 20 (rtLSUNS)
COMMONo , CORL/GRL -•	 CALL A01OAC t ST	 XS p 1 s kS )
,COMMON /BDT/DT i0 lrt.NOT,LSILI
1F(T.EO.x) .•	 OOTC 6
COTO 6 CALL	 SELEN A fDT#XfXL RL)
Tsx G OORL/oLI AL
ir(LST) 6070490610KC
sT eSTT(x) S CALL	 A61aACtSTsXLal#XL)
1F(.NOT.LSUN) 6 CONTINUE
COTO 10 CALL ►N4RAVIKCoKC•V ► NC.R ► r1
1 ► tKe-21	 101624#-1
1 GO 23	 isle)
23 voti)nv t ► )
60TO(24,2l),KC
25 CALL	 AcICAC($?#Va.1,VQ)





















iUAA0tIT1NE AOpENStT , Y ► MC ► 1trltt ► ASrASr^1
OtMENit ' ON VtA1 ► ItOtA ) rsllt^t ) riATl3l^X ! l1rtRM^t!)rAI^AANt3)
COMMON /[tK /KC P KR ► KA ► KD r KL











' 60TOt3 ► 2),KC
3 CALL AGIQAGtST ► x ► Z ► x)
x SUIOSAS





A CALL QEtiStSATt3), Xt. i) ► Xt2) ► X t!),it1 ► Q^E0t3)rKE01l)rpr^,ROt
•.'snot,G)oERO
COTO l 0
i CALLt+CLTLNtX ► SATt2) ,iATtl))
Ar^J 0 = 0 t.c T- TS) /sOAy•»ol^.s







-CCvt4ON/BLOG/ t, SUN. LSUNS, LSEL, LST
LOGICAL LSUN,LSUNSPLSEL ► LST
COMM0N /6K/RCtKG.KA ► KS,KL















Chapter Z. Int*dratlon of systems of d1f i -er*ntial oqu&tions
((index 0)
I. lntot rati.,n of as system of differential equations by the -oth-
od of Adams
lo Dosl6natijns In the subprogram the method of Adams Is realized
with tit* use or 8 differences, witri automatic choice of stop for
into&rstiun of a sy4item of differential equiAti-na;
i
Y=F(toy)
with the initial conditions Y(tO ) *Yo p where Y, Yq Yo , F-ii-dimension-
al vectors, t—indepondent variable, The start Is produced by the
Runge-Kutta method cf the fourth order.
?. Structure. Zubrrosram ADAY.Sr.
One uses the oxternal subpro,-rams., I'RP an  M—compnood by the
user.
3. Conversion: Cid,L ItDAV.Sr (KI'l l H # To Y t I RI j SKI', NKY0
MKY j ti t
 Vo N- 9 AF, F1 9 F tt ml, Up YP j Y3).
Initial duta: K11--variable, ensuring the possibility of
Integrating with c^astant pace )r with automatic ctiolce of pace (In
the first cane It Is neces ary to take KlIal, in the second
11-Anitial. ste p of integration; T--first value of the
independent varlablo;
Y—unidimel.'sional block of dimensiun N, cvnta1n1nj- the initial
valules of the desirtd functions;
I , R1--na;r,e or the subprogram, oomputine: the right mombeis ol' equa-
tiona t set-up by the user;
BKK--r.ame of the aubproSramo prepared by the user, intended for
control of the and of Intogrutivn. In this subprogram there occurr,
conversion from thu subpro6ram ADANSI , after such atop of the inte-
6ration;
NKY, MKY —numbur of tie first and lRst, functi-n in .the block Yp
reopectively, ac,^ordlng to which proceeds the control of the
accuracy of the Ln'tegl-r-tion with automatic choice of step;
tip EP-blocts of dimension Np containing lower and up, or bounds
of the perliisaiblo errors of Lhe controlled f!,totions,
.hese values are used: EI(ITKY0, M(NKY) t EI(NKY+I)g k(1%KY=1,)GS0
El(MKY) t Fr*!(MKY);
P  dimension of the sjstem of eaustions
AF O YP, Y3--auxiliary t locks of dimension IN
F6--two-dimensional block of dimension M.0-^
F4--twodimenaiinal block of dimension (XM.
Note 1. The designations of subprograms I'RF and 11KK must
be written in EXTERNAL subprogram, used for subprogram  A I DAmsr.
:.*,ubpro$;rs-1-1 iRl must have the form SUMUTIN W4 1R1(T9Y0F)0
where T—iudopendent variable
Y--block of curreiit vuluea of the desired functions
F--block of right members, length of blocks Y and ? equal to IN,
Subprogram KKK: J"BRt',UT!"ili; BKK(T t Yp F8 9 IBKK # H),subprogram 
where T--current value uf independent varlable
Y`---current value of dosired functions, block of dimension N j H--step
of Interratiunt
FB--block of dimension OiqL) , containing value„ oi' ti.e rid. L viembero
L.1-11
;xo
in " cur. ent raintn cif' into t;r#t 1 r:
1`KK--1nt:earrh1 vrrirL 1L*, a rt:ic:=, within BXK, mum be ascribed the
valae ? for fulfillment of t^.a conditions, accordin to which is
determined the moment of exit from the integration (before ti:*
start of integration the subprogram ADAP, 1- ascribes to IAKK the Vi l l -
a* 1).
In aubi rograms ! Ri and 11KK tho val tes ", Y, l; -, 11 are estab-
11shed by subprog ram eso,"NJI in Lne procos# . of integration,
t ,te A. Joriit trots in tree start ng portion there sris**
a noed to break down the step, not cuniiected with insuring the
proscribed accuracy of IntoSration, .'scribiur to index IBKK the
val.re
	 leads to inturruptlon of the process of starting tl^a-t
was begrt ,, disconuactind the inf'laence of Ki I on tLo choice of atop,
return to L ho u urtin6 poi ttt and to the start with a halved
step.
Civitaj; tuo Index KBKK the vol.ao .+ l,eu4s to a no-' ,' interrapt.io4
of tiie procea ..
 of inter,ration, oatabll.shmont ot' tiie Initial, step,
roes tabllshmant of 'ti-o Influence of Iii I urn tixe choice of s ,ep, re-
turr to the °inittal. point and to tho transfer to the sthndar'd
process u,l integrratIon.
Tito subproSrom Al' 1 (1104) may nerve au an Illustration of the
ar i-l,i.catl-on of Bala pos+iibility see pnr.
5. kOU41ta4	 °i'I nn r^  tLe bloc Y-valu,os or the independent
var taabl.e and the deuired f unc t i bns al the final poI nt of the inte-
gration.
ia. Motho(to 'We connirler tho syntnm ^^>I}. 'oto,r-ditsr. to tho,
known values Wyk .
e 
tile± Kth ;'Oi!at and the ap , roximarte vnluen
Yk.l produced aat the Xth axnd r proceeding p ints, one deterflnes
by the extr illoxation furmul*i of Adams Y kil =Yk, h tsi ma al.phai"k,i
where h t--step of integration,
M
Inte,ppolatiun formula of Adams Yk+1^Y'k+ht a gmma 'beta,Fk.+I
- i.
allows the obtained values of Y Ito be grade more precise.
The coetfic.lenUi of the interpolation and extrapolation formulas
of Adams have ti,e fol.l owitxg values:





a "t Vi^MI279 t 3 O j34308003,9 / v,..y
a a :^ 2,56369 ^ a ^" rO9^4U^92 r
21
For automatic choice of step of integration one computea the
difZerences delta Yk+4 =Yk+ 1 -- Yk+1
We give the allowable bounde of error for integration:
4 lass khan#or equal to epsilonl,j less than or equal, to epsilon^,J,
If there are fulfilled the conditions epsilon, , , les. than or
equal. to absolute value of delta Y j,k+l less than or equal to
epsilon., j, j=,Nl, Nl*1 ' •••N,, where Nl , N.--numbers of the first
and lost controlled fonctions, then the step of integration h t does
not change.
If the abuulute value of delta Y j,k+l is less than epail,onl,j
for all j-N10 06.N2 then there resul ts s doubling of the step.
For this integration continues with step h until the accumulation
of the necessary nvitber of points, for wh h after an interval
of time, the mul.tip; e 2ht the known values of the function F,
after which the step is doubled.
xf the absolute value of deltaY jtk+l is greater than epsilon Zv i
even if for.- one value of J: Nl less than or equal to j l,esu than or
equal. to N21 then a breakdown of the step is produced. For this
it Is necesu ry to have the va1vaq of F in the seven ► receding
points with the interval h t/2. It is possible to obt$in them by
means of the interpolation according to the formula of Lagrange
for known values of F with step ht,
We introduce the variable xi. = (t--t)/h V than the interpo-
latioi, formula of Lagrange for the detwrminat^on of NO is
written i n the form:
Fct >=,Fk-7Q' 2 ^ ++^^ -7 ,35++b2ti 3-+^bti Z♦ 720t)/^040 -
Fk-6( —22 +190ts-820t'+ 184 qt'-2039t + 840 0`/720 +
+Fk_ (t'-231 +270th 924+2443 2Ai2 2+i008t)/240 —
k_4( 7'
-2 '4 t6+226 ` W 56 ` 4+25 zi 5t 2 9^ 2 t + 1 26 0`^ ^/144 +
+Fk (^-25+2475 12igt4+31f2 `^ 3 3796+1680`^)/I44—
—Fk
-2 M"- 26 tb+270 5_1420  y + 59291L — )274 t2 42y20 L)/240+
+Fk -^ (t'-2^t 6+29515 166 5 t	 5+5io4t-80291+ 040't)/720-
—Fk (t 28 t + 322t5 1 g6O L4+6 7 69 t -N 4 +130681-5n4Q)/5040.
22
To 4btain the values of F in the first 7 points one uses theRunge—Kutta method Of t118 fourth order.
h,t ' Yk + J-(`, +2d, + 283 +14) ,
tt =h.^ r N Y,
tQ 
=h t r ttk + +kl r
(tA Th
= h t
 Jr (tA.+ its
.
r^+'^1^^
Y^ + *+ s^
rk +t, ) .
7. text.
SUOAOUTINE ADAM: PtKP .1ON^X^Vr ► RP^OK X •HkY • ^4 Y• ^•O=+
•	 M•Ai^F•ii•xi•V1^V=^V3)
OIMENsIO N YlN)•Ait,N1•FtN^01^ ► itN+411t1lMiit2tNlr
^	 VitNl ► VZtN1•V3tN)^Ali)t0ttl^RtS1 	 ,
i	 NNsH
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la^Y =tJ1sV3lJ)+At31!o ► lJ1.
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' 104 'CALL PRP ( Xi.V1 Ai )







0070(10S.1000;i p 0 .10021•10KK
105 t ► 1tA•7)11Or34.110
34 HsH*2.
^uo 3 5 K8103
.06=K
MSLOK
'00 , 35 Js1.N	 .
'35 /(J.t)s?lJ ►M1
00.34 Ks1.4
.00 :36 : Jsl. N
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► A ► titlrVl,AFf
AA	 2• 'Itai, ^
'00'2•	 Jsl,N!4 'VitJ)sY3tJ1letK)•FtJ•K+1)
^00	 2S	 Ja1.N 	 .
2S	 V1tJ)^V1tJ1.Ot4)•^ttJ)'
.	 40^Ot10bl1011^K ► ^
.101	 00 =8	 J•NKV^MItV
1Ft^04ly1tJ1•V2tJ11:E2tJIfls,24^104
^^ ' CO N I 1'NUE
00 '2!	 JsNItV^MKV.	 .
1 itA4 =tV1tJf•V:tJ1l^sitJffl9•'=9,11•
lib	 1i1 s 0	 .
o ctal	 106`
_^ •' CAMt iNUE
NrN^2 d
Q^r^,iIAs1A+l	 b
'	 1 ► tIA • 11 3 1^31,10 ^,
•31
	
00 •3i Ka1,4 ^'
00.33	 Ja 1, N ^, G^
^!	 FltJ,KIsFtJ,L) ¢i
14• 00 so Ksl•t
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.2. Ihterpolltion according to Adams (Gtr?-,,DI14i), 	 1
1. Designation. The subprogram allows in the process of intogra-
Uon by the method of Adams of the system of differential equations
Y=F(t, Y) , where Y, Y, F N-dimenslonal vectors, the computation of
the values of the desired functions at the moments of time tnu , not
multiples for the step of integration.
atruc Lure. "ubpx o t,ram ADIET.
30 Conversion:
	 CR+LL ADI; T (t:,, F8, ':', Y'R, ti, Ii, P,).
4. Initial data:
tam-val e of the variable xi=(tk- tnu )/ht , where tnu --given moment of
ti-.e v
 ht--step of integration, tk current value of the variable of
Integration, corresi°.onding to the conditi,n: tk--ht less than tnu
lea;; than tk;
F8--block of dimension (N, 8), containing those produced front the
desired functions in the eight last points; tk-7' tk-f,' .''tk;
Yµ-black of dimension N, containing the values of the deuired fund
tiozis at the point tk;
M--number of interpolated functions (M lea. than or =N);
11--step of integration (ht);
N--order of the system of equations.
r. Results: YR--blo c k of dimension N, containing yi(tnu)'
6. Algorithm: We introduce the variable xi=(tk--tnu)/ht,
(tnu , ht and tk determined above).
The value of the desired functions at the point trnu is computed by
the formala Y j (tnu )-Yj (tk )--ht sigL fi.j psii/lPO960,i=k-7
where J=1,..., M less than or =N; fi j --values of the right members
on the points t i ( =it-7,...,k); yttk )--values of the desired fun_
ctions at the point tk;
26
v k _ 7 = W-72e + 70q'k 3528 5+ 9744 ,4-- T:4112 + 86402) ,
Vk _,S  mm-j21tp 5' ?+ 5320 6-27552` + 7765814-wYI4I28e+ 705600
k _ 5 _ i63e-I6561?+IMB8e-=40e 27OI44t4-4052Ie+ 2540I6Lj
V -4 "-(I05e-28W+3I640t'-I77406;5+5M50e-526560 ,3 +
+9920oe).,
Vk _.5 _ (I05U$-3000 7+345 -204M9 5+653520E4 I062W 3 +
Vh - 2 (63e-1872e+,226SOe-I43M60+495054p 4-8860323 +
4635040!2).
1Vk - t = (21d-6QZ?+82600-55944 5+2I43W-4495680+423360,2 )
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Chapter 3. SUBPROGRAMS, MSURILG IN THE !'R( CES r OP IVVEGRATIub CF4,THE SY.3=41 OF 0DINARY DIFM^TTIAL E'C=T1("3 THE ATJIATNI"G OF VIF
r-RE	 11	 1 0	 -'SCRIBPD VALUE OF T11P. FU'CTI" 0"' M M' TM^ SOLUTIC"' (I MM H)*
3.1. Arriving at the prescribed value of an arbitrAry fun.Iion
from the solution (HOI-RE,1tCH) in the process of integration,
1. Designation. In the process of integration of the system of
differential eqAatiuns (2,1) the subprogram REACH allows one to
determine the value of the Independent variable TR, corresponding to
reaching thetiven value FRI of an arbitrary continuous function
phi(T)=FREAC,, T. j Y) O Y­N-dimenslonal vector,
S2. Structure. Subprogram REACH. Utilized external subprograms:
ADINT(G02), subprogram--functi-n, FREaCTI (composed by the user).
3. Converslun:
CALL	 (TO Y j F6 1 H, Eq FR O FRlpFRK O TR O M;AC1T*O N O YR).
4, Initial data: T--independent variable;
Y',--block of current values of the vector Y;A
Fo^ --two-dimensiunal block (Pi, 6)--values of right members In 8 points
with step H.;
11--value of ti,.e step of Integration,
FRE'X11--designation of the subprogram--function, computed
phi(T)-
FR- .-current value of the funct1,on FREACH;
*For the subprograms of this chapter the conversion must take place
in the process of integratil ,.n of the system of differential equationst
i,e, from the subprograms BKK O to which is transferred the regulation
from the subprogram ADAMSr- (see par. 2.1) after eacl,'%tep of inte-
gration.
FRK--value of YREACH at tine previo"s stop of ititagration (at the
point T­ 1 1) 
-1
FR1­6tvan value of the i,.nction iRE1,*,CK;
N- order of syetem of aijuaLlon8;
relative error, PnvurIn6 the choice 
of 
value of the
independent variable TR, 	 'lie relationshipsatisfy',nr L
FR I - FREACH (TR r YR)
AF
whe4, , e del lva 21 --Inrrempnt 1LIi the fmic tll.ln	 I(I	 V, 0 P ojT fj-^-y 4 t j^	 f liite-
gration.
Note 1. Subpro6ram -- function YR i,;AC!'1, comlinned by the user,
must have the form: F'"14NOTIt	 where T--independent
vnriable;
Y h--block of current valaes of the vector Y.
"O to (-,* Funct io, 2',16,i,X l1 must be desci- tbed in the
subpro t,-Xamo urn ng the sub proeram
Note 3. Be fore. ume ,o f subnrorram kr,'ACii it _Ls necesSliry
LO find that MOM011t of Lima in .he 1 1rucest; of Lntegrati on, for
which is sati8fiend onu of lvvie relationships
FRK less the
	 or =FRl leot.; tiiazi or ;:FR or ii'11NK ercatur Llivil or
YR1 greater tit ai ur ,,R*
­,alto - "R- va l ue of independent varl^ , Ile, corre.opundint; to
arachLne, tii(> function FR: ,iACH. of the value FRI;
VT'
of values of thc,
 desired functions Y at the point TR.
Algorithm. Let us consider, in the yrocess of integration of
the sy.;tein of eoixatloiia (e'.I) a continuous function ph'i(T)=FR1+i"X11
1n,YO, where Y—N-dimensional vector, taking on the values FR at the
cur-.­en't mo: , ient of time T, FRK--at the ." o..-. ,enl. of time Tk=T--11v
where 11--stop of integrcAtion.
It Is neces,;nry to find the moment of time, for which the fun- ZL
ction phi(T) takes on the value FRI.
Under the condition, that there is fulfilled one of the ine-
qualities RK les than or equal to FIJI less than or equal to FR or
FRK greater than or =FRI greater than or =FR, we determine FoFR--
FRK, xil =(FR--FR1 )/delta F.
We set some epsilon greater than C.
xi 1 is les.: than or =epsilon, that moment
the solution of the problem proposed. In
the subprogram of interpolation by Adams,
te ­mine the value YR at the moment of tim(TR)=FREAC11(TRp YR).
If the absolute value of
of time TR=T--xi,H gives
the opPusLte case, using
method (par. 2,"), we de-
a TR and the value P=phi
For the now iteration we determine x",,+ ( p-FR1)/dei,ta F # we verify
the condition ubsulute value of xi.les.; titan or =epsilon. Tf this
condition is satisfied, tht?n '4'R=T--xi 1 11--xi2H gives the solution to
th e proponed pr'oblemp oth4 rwise we go on to a new iteration and so on.
?. Text.
SUsAO T 1 NE RE4041 ivoi0Nof,pit A
	 kKili1	 pitOVIR)
DIMENSION V(N)jitN#&fiVA(N1
















sL	 betorminatiung In the procest; of Integration, of the minimumllb
and maximum of an arbitrary continuous function from the solution
as	 functions of an independent variable(Ho?-EXTRM O i,ARAB)
1,	 Designation.	 "ubpiogram vXTRPf determines in the procer.,. of in-
togration of tho system of equations (E.l) the minimum nn4, maximum
of an arbltrnry continuous function ph4(T)-FRF4CH(TpY)j
where Y—N-dimonsional vector t and the value oi" the independent




J	 ,P.	 3tracture,	 -ubrrogram ESTRM
Internal inputs;	 i 'A' RA B .
Utilized external	 subprograms:	 AD141:1"(010?)	 (co,iponed by the
user).
General blocks:	 "'BMIN129 /BFC/ 1 I 11/13SM/1
7
,i.	 Conversion:
C A11, EXTRY1	 ( T4 PYj j H t i-1 0 1-2 9 	FVP -^ 0 TM1T:,FN.AX j TY.AX j 	 B"T," :Cil l	N O	 YR)
4• Initial data:	 T- Independent variat,le;
YH-- ;lockof current vulueil of' vector Y;
H--step of Intet'ratik)n;
F-- twodimen.81 onal block (Np	 j),	 containing,  Lite valuet; of the richt-
hand sides at 6 points w^^=vos^i	 ;
Pl,	 rel,,.s 	 rors,	 ensdrinq^	 t.,4-- (Ilhoilce of
extramutap satisfyint,, tiie relationships
FIE	 q (TE)	 T!£. TE
4 piP<	 2VI	 I'Ar	 OR
where Mij,	 of the funetion and o f tlie nrt,umcnt corre.,i-
ponding to the actutil extromum; phi.(TE, TE--ap ,proximate vnJuns of
the extramum of the functi , in and the coriesponding artj,,u ­., ent; deltaF-
Increment in the functi, ,.)n phi(T) for the stop of integration;
h--order of the system of enutiti )Y.s;	 Z31FR*74C.4--designation of the subpr,ieram- ­ functi, n, computed phi (T).
This subprogram is composed by the user and has the Poll  j^,irig
constructi0a:
V U 11 " C T 1 	 F R:,',, C A! 1 ( T 0 Y
wner-L , T--indePerident varloble;
Y 
N-- 
block of values ­ f .he vector Y.
4,0tes iiia name of the subprogram—function FR2.4C , riust. be
doocrl.bed in 	 subprogram, used for subprogram &/,Taln.
mini,m5. Results; FNIN—last local . 	 um of function	 fox
Lite interval of time from the beginning of integration to the curvent
moment; D111--moment  of time, corresponding to the value FRSAC11=
blitIN; FMAX--last local maximum of function FREACH in the same time
interval, TY.AX--moment of time, corresponding to the value FRB-'C11=
FMAX; YRN•-block of values of vector Y at the point of the. extremum,
6. Use of the domain COMN(It': "after the beginning of Integration
31
In the block	 One must substitute 'these Values:
111MO P fir" : 0.
in tile block COY"ICNIBUC1 1 at each stop of Integration It is
necessary to aditress the current value of the runction FREACH.
In the block C( ,MP,(N/B "K." the sub program EXTRI addresses the
valaa or the stop of integrallin.
7. Algorithm.
Let 11C, 11 P , H1 be the values of ti-e function FR',-',ACH it three
consecutive momenta of time t i : t j rt j tp,.- t-hq t3= t-h-h r where
h Ls the step of Integrati,)n j h l zh for integration with constant
staff , (for integration with automatic choice of step h i may be
different from h).
If the inequality W-Hl)(HC-117) less than 0 Is scitioriedo 43-8
boon the extremum (for Hp-tit greater tnan 0--maximum for HP-11les than 0--minimum) is foand in the time Interval 4 30 tj)O
We will term sack o situation extremal. It re!aains to determine more
precisely the moment of time, correal londing to the extremam, and
tile value of the extremum.
We proceed from the momenta of Lixe t i to the momenta tau
=(t-t I )/h; then tau 1 ^O t tau' ZI P tau 3 = 14h,/h correspond to thy'
rvalues of the funs tLon 41C, lit' * , 11,141.
is	 I n 11',, "4 he. .1	 -G AI" -Me 4 I,Csc uu U- 1 -not we sho " I Ic ^ I Inv -W, 1 LI 0 1 oar 	 SAA4.1 A' ui o%,	 "	 1	 ty	 G4	 vii
moments of t1me and 
e 
the co.-responding values of the functLon,
start,inir frox the fol iowlix, considerations.
Re" j .M0 —H21<j Aft —JY1j THEN	 x1 m tit a l;
xe MIC, no	 B3=H1j X3_
Zen jW —H2j>jH2 — Hi j THEN	 BI w H2	 tit=
B it=Hi V	
B 3 =W P X3=Ti=0*
Thus, we linve 5 values of the funct on Bi for 'three values of
'tie arguments xi* *Ne construct a parabola, pas>;Ing throueh these
points, and find the value of Wo the argument of the extrumum guaran-
teed by this parabola.
Turning tothe subprogram of interpolation following Adams(par. 4.2-) with the obtained value of W, we determine the value Yid
of tie vector Y at the moment in time TR=t-Wh l then the value 11R
of the function FREACH at thi c moment intime.
If the absolute value of(HR-B,)/delta F is less than epsilonit
or the absolute value of W-x i is less than epsllon2f where
epsilon,, epsilon,C. --given values 
of 
the permisuible errors, deltaF
=HC-H2, then the pioblem is solved, otherwise we go on over to a new
iteration, using the values B 3=B,, B8=Bjt B 1 -HR at the -noments in
time x 3=x2f x2=x i , x i =W and so forth,
32
8. Text.
SUBROUTINE ExTl1M l T^V^f^N^ ► i ► fZ^ ►MIN^TMIM^MA2^TMi2^
}	 •	 iREACN^M+yR^
DI MENSIO N V406ftN0411VA(Oif
aIMENSIO N X13)06431
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20 Lrl AaS!!kR•Dli11 /M'21•P11 21^21•!3
23 -If(ABSI XM . X!11 )•P2)21#21#24




D ! 1 ^ = H R	 iJt ^.C3f^'V
x ! 11= x ^,	 n p^R PAG












9. Tito subuldlary subprogram FARIAM, tntandod for tno dote •mt-	 /40
nation of the sxti-amum of the pnrAbolav rosmin through throe points:
phl(x,) # phl(x.,), phi(x-^) of no-no function phi x).
Conversion; CALL ji ARM3 (Xp B, XV).
Initial data: X.1O#•block tit values of tt-a argument, S^--block
of values of the function,
Results: XM--valuo cat the 4rgu q*ut giveing tit* extromum of
bite purabola t pus. fine, thrtweh Lhe given ; Points,
A"sorithm, Let tiie values P of so .-o fanctl,:An Phi(x) be
A,	 6611t x',' : B,z=ph1(x,).known, for three valuet; - t* ti;e :11'e,
It lu noccesury to determine AM--tt.e val.Au or tie orgummit t giviite
tiro extremum oi ti;- pnrabola, pas,in6 stiaoj^ji Lae Indl.-ated viiluoa
ii 
is
to B,)(X 1	 9	 aX









3 4 30 Exit or ; ire AN st ems uxcending node of the orbit (V03-INk 	 Zia
1. iuenign#tiurt. '." ise subprogram permits oria to determIns in the
pruceen or tntegratlon of the systems of eoustions (I.1) or (I..?)
UP moment or tile, currffapondl ng to the A	 ,»,^.<.. t ^t p t):s Ascending
node, and also the 0oor•din&t1un and contrnnents or ti-0 velocity vactoz
of the ABS -► t tiIIn momentin time.
U t i l i zed external nuLpro.rams	 ,, 1 :`"(^c4"
General domain', /Bl K/,q /P111/1 0 





 /yf y ^ n i^+y t:i..at .lq. y^ d,ttrj: # ► `- time;'t^ i /fi . 	^(	 ^r	 [^
Y r - i.Yl ►i!sk of c ui1^: ^1t 7ulaes X, Y , .;, T:,{, Y ^J') V .4	 k
R- -step of into6r•utt ^n;
I~6_wrt r.1-dlineualo nl block of d.ttrr nslun 	 contaln1ri the vej4'uea
or x, Y, :., VX, Vyp V_produced at 8 puintu	 '-VI , ..., {P-;i, To
LB-. - loop numl r­ ;
f,, Ro=)ult:w: If" TV 1	 tuun G, tier. TV, YV --taomen: of
time end block of values XV , Yf^, :. V , VK , Vx, V. F , coi• r upr^rc^^ir,^,
V	 V 'V
to the AE3 uron= -.Ine; tau unc enc rzg nude.
i;oto. If the con i ti-n o' ex t t 0"', US f it ; e ascend inn node
In fulfilleded at the truce-ofi atai-e by the motht-1 Of kut',gtJ-Kutts(loo. Initial cc;ndi.ti-)ns *1 re giver. int<ixe vicinity of the ancen-
IL.o no le), thou the rocedurn of determ nUi mor- precisely
that Mioi^ttet.t or exit tit tYte node is din^:onnected, anti ti (. 1 ,op
number (PAP) in LnCrE3w;e(l by 1.
€). 11 ,49 of ti.v dr). ! .aLn GC11A*'K( t'.
,ofo:-e tht, beF i nn tt+g tit' integr*ntt n in t -,e i,.^1 ock t 
K.,I N It i n necensi,ry to addreas *%-1  e value ,1t t ) to thn place _K and
31,1q ; L n the block	 F/BLINWIXOD or,(,-. -nets Ip )z I
'J. Algorithm.
In the process of lnteeration of enuat!, > a of motion of tho Aim
o ne dotes r.i,nes he moment of t. r:^u tt for wh Leri Ls fulfilled t ile












g } the parame ♦t rer y xz, i, . }f^(t p) +{ ddg ela .,1 i,e- a delta ' )^ ++Y##^ 4+1wa'.f,^^ ^/^^), M4^,1 .1.#^^ Lisp. ^w..A #rd ^4^Ad ^3 , C T t^ .i	 iiite! t',^^k
t_W,;trrd ng to Adams (rnr. Per"), he (;etermzzle thc vaivas XV , 'v.j,
Vn. ' V11 	 VtIS	
lAlat tie ^#i7oa t o f	 .e ^xi,i	 =4AYflih, here h--stol , of
^	 n
Integration,
If the absolute value of j V/dol.ta _i is less than epstlon as
8iven, then tV' KIf' Y V' ii	 V^V$ VY V 9 V r	 give the solu tion :o
the rro-nosed Problem. If thf: conditi n is not fulfilled, then a




»JV/delta 21 and so forth.
Nate. The chosen value epsilon=10-7
 (variable EN, value
Of wh!ch is given in the o perator DATA) ensures exit at the ascending
node with an error, not excee :ine 0. of m. for the AMS with apogee






















wow+Ni :.	 J,	 , R
lr^ ^l<ftw3l`EN^iiilii0
.kt tuRf!' ,gho.
in 'he process of integration of t yre minimal and
maximal elevation of the AE5 above the surface of the tevre,itrial
ellipsoid	 04
1. Purpose. The subprogram ;jIa allo ys the determination of
the minimal and maximal value of the ele vati,on of the Ake abc ve
the sIrf'ace of the terrestrial ellipsoid in the proses.:, ofintegra-
tion of the eauations of motion of the ASS (1.1) or .(1.2).
2. Structure. Subprogram APSIB.
External subprograms employed: HEIGHT(B10)
SD1 T(G02), 1ARAB(H02).
36
Common blocks: /:3.'OK/^ , /BA /^, , BINC/ 1 , /S3 a2/1.
3. Conversion: GALL }r p= (T, Y, ll, F6 9
 IIM.I.N, 11KAX, I i3K
4. Initial data: T--time,
X--block of current values of X, Y, N, V X , VY , VG
H--stop of intogratioii-
F --two-dimensional block { ,	 , containl.e the values of




I3KK--variable, controlling tho exit from the integration by the
sai;r rogram ".Da MjI;	 {par. (' .l)
5. R aults:
MIT,*# H IAX---nirimal and maximal values of the elevation of the
AES above the surface of the earth's ellipsoid in the time i.ntervol
fr-v- the beginni:ig of Integration (or from the start of the loop)
to the cur. ont moment oaf ^. ne.
Remark 1. In order that HMVNf I:IIAX be determined as mini-real and
maximal values of the elevations not on the whole interval of
integration, but o^ each loop separately, It is necessary to address
the values HC--of the current altitude of AES ­ -at the moments of
exit ) f the AES n t the orbital node for HMIIN , "l^il►1{.
L 0 If the extremal situat i.un arises in the starting
portion, tht,,n th y: vara.aule I13KK receive:; the value 3.
in tins case tue progrnm of lutegrat.ion ADAM5P automaticaliy
reauces Lhe step in hair, swiLchet^ out Lite inflnence of Kr-1 on ti.o.
choice of st. ep and beT ins 'Llho start from the initial paint. After
I1MIN or I?MAX is found, IBKK receives the value 4, the initial step
of integration and 4ie influcence of KPI on chot.ce of step are
automatically renewed, anu a new stt-rt will begin front th,a initial
point and the integrations enters the standard regime.
6. Use of tine domain CC4"'AMON. Before the beginnizzj;; of inte-
gration in the blocks CC11 OT./ ZK/:SK, ;rKN/B3il S/1HMp Ill  H2 it is
neces ,Kiry to give 'Lite v; s lue ...(t ) to the variawles ZK
	 KTZ to set
1 11 1M=1 0IN«, IiI 0, IIpO.
	
o	 s
In the block CC!-"-,OTv BI'1C/HC at each stop of inte ;rati.on it 'is
necesn)nry to addre>e;c the value iIC, current elevations of ?DES above
the surface of the earth.
In tier; 'block COMMMIB P/ 1
 ; the subprogram A!' ;-)IS ad6resnes the
value of the step of integration. In the 'clock
TMIN/TMAX are addressed the moments: of time, corresponding to
7. The Algorithm is completely analogous to the algorithm, used
in the subprogram EXTIRM(H02), only in place of the function FHEACII
one uses the altitude of AES above the surface of the earth's ellip-
su id.
For the perm-is ible errors are chosen the values epsilon 
0.0001 9
 epsilon=0.01 ( variables Yl, P2, valued are given to tuesu






























XII)si. 10 CALL	 PARAS(X,doXM)
Xt3)sl••S2/h CALL	 APjtfTlX+l,r,V#YRs6sH
IF((HC-H1 ) *K)9p6# G CALL	 HEIGHT(YAt"A1
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L4iCHAPTER 4, o'UBkR0GR;X,0'* FOR COMPUThTiON ^-FTH:4,' VALUr'4**&fj' OF
FUNCTI , No" FR,-1% T"'': 1AR,%MET^R3j CIF M1011i"111 (,F VJ; ASS (in-
C'ex 1).
4.1. Right ascension of tie AM , local time and zenith disLanre of
the sun (I01--RIG11TA, TLOC O .7jDSUNL 9 "JDO-)UNC).
I Purpose. The subprogram "InLOC for known geographical longi-
tude (ia.,*da) of AM y id qlder-dal time (ST) determines the rielit
ascension of the AE.
The subprogram TLOC for known geographical longitude of tiie
po:nt {lambda), sidereal time (ST), and rirht ascension of the
sun (alpha.) determines local tilde.
The subprogram "jD3UT%L for known geographicil latitude (phi) and lon-
gitude (lambda)ofa
o
poi8t a8d for the directed cosine of the radius
vector of the Sun x,,q y., z. ) in the Greenwich system of coordin-
aces determines tine zenith distance of the sun.
Tfie subproe, ,ram 1"J'Do"UNC determines the zenith dist ance of the sun
for known directed casin8s oS tiie normal to the surface of the
earth's ellipsoid ( xN , y w, Z	 and for directed cosines of the rad-
Z9)in tine Greenwich system of coos-ius-vector of the sun (:X,,, Y^W
dinatas.
2. Structure. The packa6e of independent subprogram-functions:
RIGIIIIIA O TLOC	 ';0SUIX.
Comi:;011 domain: /C1,I/ 3P /GD4"'GR/ I v /C11RAD/j.






A=RI^41141, 7t-i (3)T p ALTv.)i
TL=TLOC (ST, A1,11 9 1113))q
W
.j= 
'JD.JUI^L (ALT ALL 9 XOG)o
ti r^ "0=,,D3UNC (XIIG: XIG) •
4. Initial data:	 ST siderealtime in radians; ALT, ALi"--
geoeraphicnl latitude and longitude of tl , Le point in radians;
41S--riFht ascension of the si%n in radians.
Block XNG --directed cosines of the normal to the surface of
the earth's ellipsoid at the point underneath the satellite;tBlock X3G.--directed cos-Ines of the radius vector of the sun.




1 'Istnnce ^ ,.f 4 ^,e sa- Iii deGrees.. Ll	 L, &	 A A.
6. Use of the domain COMMON. The coxistan-ks from these blocks
,e used: COMMON/CK/	 /CDEV-R/, p /CHR%D6 (see	 No. 1, 21
table e-0).
( "lgorithm. Right ascension of t l ie ALS,.-lambda	 local timea 'm	 I
.t. and the zenith distance of the sun 	 are determined ac-
rding to the following formulas:
39
A' • X +ST ,
to m ho
 -av + n






















































1. i-urpose. For t;',e point, given by directed cosines (xil t yNt
z id ' in Lhe Greenwich ,,ij , stem of coordinates for the norinalto the
earth's ellipsoid, one determines the geomaenetic latitude and lon-
gitude (subprogram GY.LLO and geo.tiagnstic time (subi-rogrnm TGEOM).
T^. O"true.ture. -3jubprogriRm GMLL and subrrogram-fonction 7GEOM.
General domain:
.
Conversion: C 1 10 GxUii (X* *G, GLT, GL'`')X&I" )TM.="'U' ECE* (TIM 0 AJV
initial data: Block V 1,0 1,--alrect.ed cosLiv ,s of t i,e normal
to the surface )f tiro earth's elilpsAtl In the Greenwtc:l
of c -1-or "'Inates; the block X.qG 3-- direQted cosines of tL'ie radius vec-
tor of Lne- sun in riie Qreenwicu system of coordinates.




TM--local -oomagnetic time in hours,
U.,o o 1 zhu dwrialn CO* N. From Uie blocks CO TY!-XI 11/ Ci,l
30
/CW^GR/ j , the constanti , , A e used (see	 Pies. i t c t tablo L.3)
	In tiie biock C	 It ^	 t1 subprogram TCEOMo1,J. 'oN/BGLL/GLT GLN w
gives the value of W  geom.Iugnetic latitude and longitude of the
point, In Lhe bloc it	 34LN--the values of the ­ooinag-
netic latitude and loneit"t-o of the sun (in degree s).
7. 'Ugurlthm. The geomagnetic latitude phi, and longitude
l7mbda vve computed by the formulas:
	sin
(4'm
	0 0 .0 0	 0 a
P
Y
XX Za + V ,% Y 4 Z A( Za
tp	 —Xjv;iAVZOQ Xg 31"Cef. — Z'N
a0#71447078 9 YU =-0 9 ISSI26001 s 4';'* rjO 9 979924705
directed cosines (in tlie Greenwich system of coordinates) of ,LO
radius vector of the geomagnetic pole (phi G=73.5 t lambdae-09 ).
Geomagnetic time 7M=la , nbdam___lambdam,,, where- lambdame --geomag-
netic longitude of the s8n, 8 alcglated by the same formulas, aslambdamt if instead of xN $ YNO zK one subatitute, the values
x°e, 	 0t Y(jt Z., directed cosines of the radius vector of the sun inthe
Greenwich system of coordinates.
8. Texts.
41
SYOROtIT t NE GM4L! xE t OLT.O `N
OtMEM:tO N xEtif
^COM^iON/COEiR/pEiR
COMMON/C ► t /► ir ► td=r ► ^=	 '
•ir!ftiE^if'^.Oti«7i7i•.3Rii=00O1•rtt=l4.i7^G=G,'^il^itttyf
CrsitRtll^iF•:rf
x its:siwt ► 1ot.sif.-0tiR
! w•: ► •.i7liE^70s•xEt!)
'CT n.XOI2'^!;0714^T01i+,16^17^ ► GO^s^S^lf
1reMfs, 1► ^S - ..	 . .
A GLNsiIGNt ► IOZ.Ci^	 ,
GOTO ^11
3 GLNsATAN^6r/^Mf
7 -GLAsGLN+ P I ,
COTO b



















4,3, Auroral longitude, auroral time(I(3--AULONG O TAUR)
1, Purpose. For the point, given by direct8d c8sinqs of theVnormal to the our-face of the earth's ellipsoid (x,, yN , zN
In the Greunwich system of ouordinates, the auroral longitude(subprogram AULONG) and auroral time (subprogeam TAUR) are determined.
P. 3tructare. )ubprogram--functiu.-is AULOINGp TAUR.
Com.,ilon blocks: /C11I/ 
.5 0 /CHRAD/ 1) /BAU/1*
3. Con verrion: AU=MONG MG),TA TAUR (XNG, XSG).
Remark 1. "ubpro gram- -TAUR refers to the subprogrum AALONG.
Tnitinl data: The block XNG 7 --diracted cosines of the nor-
mal to the surface of the earth's el^tpsoid in the Greenwich system of
coordinatos; block Xr)G --directed cosine&) of the radius vector of
too sun tuthn Greenwich3 sy:;tem of coordinates,
5. Result­: AU--auroral longitude .nhours; TA--aurorR1 time In
hourr; .
6. Use of t1;e domain COMMCN, From the blocks WIMMON/Cl I/^'p
C I HRA, D/ 1 ono uses the constants (see (5)p Nos. 1 0 3 table P-3).
In the block CW.1M( 1V/1X/AU the subprogram MU R ad e lresses the
value of the nurorul longitade.
Algorithm. The auroral longitude lambdaaluha accordine to
(6)





0, 930414xa - 0 t SSIO82 ya
-0 9 353629 Xa - 0 1,923585 yQ
X 0Ar 	 0r062724p




Auroral time Talpha =lambda alpha--lambdaal phae I lambda alpha Q
computed by the same formulas as lambda., ha , if instead of




0	 0	 0None substitutes x.0 , Y., Z., directed cosines of the
vector of the sun in the Greenwich system of coordinates.
Texts.




-ruNGT t ON AULONO t n 1







gs-333629• X1-,923SeS • X2 •.1i79 ^3 ^ X3. .
tFte11.2^1





















14.4. Goomagnetic parameters B, L (101- BL, INVAR, LII^ ^.': , STAR,
CAM-Mo ATYV'VNi" Gr, IINTEG 9 AM IN)
1. Purpose. Subprograms intended for the calculation of B, L,
the parameterr8 of the magnetic field of theearth.
2. Structure. Package of subprograms. Intut for user: BL.
Internal. entries: INVAR, LI:^EC, Ii TAR, CARMM, III "yMAG, INTEG, A3I .
Common blocks: /PT/ 19 /YAG/ 1 41 /CrrCM /29 /Cop/30
3. Conversion: CALL BL (XC, YC,' :;C o
 N G1 f TE1, B3, FL).4. Initial data: XC, YC, ZC--Greenwich coordinates of the point
in meters, NG1--number of harmonics considered (1, 1 es^i than or
9), TE1--period, for which aru computed the coefficients of the
expansion for the magnetic field of the earth, minus 1960 (for
r	 example, if the period 1965 ie chosen, then r1nEI= ).
,. Results B3--block, containing four actual, magnitudes:






rystani of coordinatsh slid tho mudulus (if the vector B in d*6re a,
A­ v,, titie of L in rudii of tt.* earth.
6. Use of domain C011.14i.,F,
In tiiablock CM-*.C1N /CC11-/ 3 are adorer ed 11Cj phi Ct lambda C --
goo6rnphic cuordinateo of tas magnetic--conjugate point (HC
 
in km,,
Phi., lambda C__ in detreel) .
7, There in a more detailed descrtPti-n In (6).
4.5. InvarlAnt geomagnatic latitude,
1. 1"arpose. The subprogram ltINLAT determines the invariant
goomagnetic latitude for known values T! and L, of the geomagnetic
parameters. Zile subprogram OINLAT determines the InvarLan= latitude
for the basis of tine line of force.
P7 . .3tructars. Subprograms— f anat Lons AMNLATv (JITLAT,
Common block /CDEGR/16
3. Conversiullij: ALI=AINLAT (BO 
FL )ALO;zOlNLAT (FL) *
4• Init, 1 11 1 dui7a : B, 1,1­11, L--parameters of thu magnetic
field of t-he earth.
Result.,: 4LI--lzivar1ant j;eumagnetic latitude inde6reesp
ALO--.Lrivarlarit J.,i lutu- 2 o o. 	 basis of 'lie "no of force in dot',rou'u's
6. Use of Lix domaii-i COMMON: One uses; Wie conutiint from the
block ICDEGIV 1 (see (0 No. r, table ^.3)
r7fo Algorithm. The Invariant geo.marnetic longl.tude Lambdnt
accol .WnC to (6), In computed accordine, to tho for-iriala-0
( i— /BsE-71" )
rAe Bs =16.a n	 C1
6o = 1.259921 9
	64 u-0000308824•
6, ne.OJ984259v	 to = 0,00082???,
62 =.0.04686632, 	 6,9 =.O.00I058779
65 a-09013I4096 9 	 0 tOOI83I42
HnaPZ8RTRW MZPOTa y ociloBaM CIUO302 Mu,
AO = arctq
rice B f L	 reomarBITHUS M*aueTPR*
45
8. Texts.









FUN A ?Iom Al"I.AT0AFLa
COMMON 10DEA RIDERR
Apt.3^^ba2/^^wwt.'^3'^A22l221/f•1.
pS:•Awt t Ott t t/► ^.OQ3A+^^!+,T-•pOfAOR1t^»A*.000A2ITT^^A-.9A20012^1
w^• ^a^,l ^Ap tablwA •. p4AAbeiZ) *A-,1464ZaA^wA •*^ ,.2a9t2Af
AINLATma,
i A^^N^As : ATAN C^a RTtTNf lAnERR
2 RETUaM.
ENA
r+,Geographical coordink t:es of T--^-t ,otnt--points of inter-
section with the plane of the terminator of the line, cone:ec ling
the AES with the sun (106--rTERM)
1. 1`urpose. From the known Greenwich coordinates of ti.e as(x, y, r) and the directed cosines (i f the radius vector of the sun
(x , y , 7,0 ) one determines the geographical coordinates of T--the
poi -it.
P. Structure: Subprogram YTEP.. One uses the external sub
progrzim GBGGRC (B10).
3. Conversion: CALL 'TEW (XGg XaG, 11T, TLT, TLN).
4. Initial data: Block XG3--Gre nwi.ch coordinates of AES
block XSG--directed cosines of radius vector of the sun in Greenwich
system of coordi.nzAtes.
Results: 11T, TLT, UN—elevation above the surface of the
t
46
wirth latIt"oe and longituan of T--rot!,t (tint,1mv In radians).
• Alr.orithm:	 XV YTO	 Greenwicli coordin.-ites of tl,, * T-
pointo points o r
 intersection :vltt	 tno plane of Lite terminator of
the I ineg - '!x-connecting to e 	 ASS, -Art *I;	 sun (or co;Ainuat ton of twin
lirts) t ore computed with tite
	 ormulAn:





*x X. + YY 0 +zz 0
The geograpli ic iil coora inutou oi T - point a Al
sori Lixt par,	 3,10
7. Text.
3U5F1OUT jNE P7 1* - (XG F X3G, 1- t -	 k*








110 IV o r%i t nn t i ni t 0 f 0	 f Die Ove(-nwLeli co-' , I livitwn of ti, point,
given geof,, rnvh1c,,Q 1,ri4itude, lonrjt-udo and elvvittL-n til^ove tie fi,^r-
face of t'i'. enrtl, l s el., Lprnolj ) 11 111 'Wit "ices of t i:e tvinsfo•witton
fr, ,,i ti't , n4reenwich to tho prn
t 
LzA Sy. te.'.'l of C (Io rljil tes t connected
WlW IA LAS poLnt (I
1 . l'urpo.,,e.	 The Ore nv#-*.ch cooruiwtter, (X'rtf
detc, "Hilted fo
r 
the point 1-p pioscribed seotxz, ithlcal latitude, (ph1d
Ionsit-u Ie (lambdu ) and elevat"l,ri (h • ) aibove v'i,e surface of ^1.-e
s,'il;t0m	 cuordinate.­,, coxiiiected with tj40 11ulist





 of Lie coordi
11
ui,Leu coinc i.ttut.,; wLtjj t j E^, 1q11t 1 , P,1	 the
axis 1'x io directed to tho., rioltit role of Uu
	 by t1x tunf;wit
to Lite '4.erldlan oil' the point 1 p	 axi.,, 1yj. --by tiie external nurmal
to the UUrf
,
jee of 4 1'10 e,*jj,tjjjS 
ellipsoid, _'110 completes tite
system up to tix rigi,t side.
Otte
 subprogrim 101 "h determiiieti, tLe ­.atr.'.'x of t*,.e tr,:)nsform,ritione
1.	 to 4 j , (', r.oint system,fro'.11 t' , e rreenwicb syst em of coorllw^tes
AOtruc Lure. Jubri o ram
r.






3. Conversion: cz%L." i ^	 (iii, 1 JI, I LN, X, C, G2 ) .
it. Tnit i" ! wuta .— 14. , i LTI t. LN- 'elvvut, Lori, rvotx"upi is al lat.i-
t UJO, l ohei t•uuft 01 ,,t u poin t'. l .
FUaµi Ls
	 31 WCA Xl'G - ,• Caracim i ci, cukii ,air..Leii of ti.a point r;
GI'- tvind r:t;e•; .	 :." l ut c It C ,
	
.at ► t"t ° 	f ttic tr' .z	 ^,r •m t turx fir m
•r^tnttl^ 3 l`. t	 f3,j+:: LE3t:t	 ^	 ti tl f '^` ex.2, t "^ ^t, .	 .^	 , ..l4 : i t ;i ., :i^: i^.^e"i..
Ut;p cif the domain 0112-:0Y- wto a ae,4 t liO 00natantn frog.
b	
t .cf
^uck la d3'."^3a	 (sev 1
/
), Yu. li t ► tiole ka),
sir, r i L sn; Ccaur`diwitea of poinL	 In Lite :r enwlc i rv•Aam
of coort livjte - ro deLenmlz ed with tae formulas
a' a (a a1 A + hp ) cos 4 p cos x p
yr,o = (a,1A -+ hp ) Cos VP sin A p
xpa =(Q.cj — a) fA + jt p) &i.n (fp
A = ( cost Iwp + (1-a)s=1fn2y p ) ,/f ,
Ow CS SiI'tl• i ta t'^	 fi^'iLi.
2r"ttLrix of '`Vile vr `s^rtt^lUr`:sf;tL^	 i
of Gui)r'4iiw(l4 t"b ti p 4iit.5 "c)1.ILS j4puLum
6'14 i.t.t	 N -I L O,: i3t t , 4i:l tti;
;ttifi Cite#
	
is LA'S,	 x Ct^tttir°C^t	 >Srt ^r k
?1L ' .^ ^	 .M+ }"e%+^{	 3a "T MY {".r^,'E^'t-tiw Lir tf 4T ^f 14l ir^•11
(ut3irt ovilltiled in p'r• 1), ;:;aFo ^
spat cep Cos X p
Cos (F, CO3 X,
in Xp
in tp p spin x p
	 cos rp p










C LNIC O IALN ► I
iLNs IMlALN ► I
^, LKsI. *AL 	 4
ALKsALK •ALK	 *	 * '
AN8SQRT1CL*CL*ALK•4L•SLf
ABAI IAN
► ! lr l ls•iL+CLN









k ► tI j=AGI•12.11
X ► 121sr► •6 ► t2^2!
RETURN
END
*	 +r	 !'a:. *ia /H 'Y'Y 1..+5	 *°	 :P*^, Y 	 A^	 PY Si v ^!	 Y*	 ^i.Y.. iY.	 sa *•...
	
Y	 Y
to o # 	 *+s..=.^^rr	
s ^ ; . ,*	 *4,:.t' =^T'C' 2^r. r -1 ^a a * a *a c.^'..t	 a	 =<carr^c ^i z x'i
	
{s : ^	 &: 4	 a.n E^	 ^ . 'AX
t;1tloMO, VIC ft ':q : i(:tt *,°"1i S.'=: S^ 3 :Y	 f r.Yinr:	 - rtelo of loc"` Y I *-)n,
1.	 ar*^*1^..*cr.	 .;ubpr o ,r,,: I =lt 1 `{ for i^It ";^ : -.re , n%,., Lc*- coord liaxte..
oA
r 















1' t ) i.nt^to;,ocontrric *`3y#^t,IM of 	 l^ka j
 l.i .)„nu ^Li c7f Y?alAJ, lnk;1.!-!INd +jT^uge
(dista Ce fr :. ABS 'too 	 I.nt i`j;
 AV, tx%gle of loc° tL, , - anj."le oetween
vtta.i:ctrr vector if AES, -.,nGi tue, I.Ltrie, pea l entilc %At r* to ttio axis r Y4
i
of Lht! ltdz it topocc *ttric syt;tem- Of C:{^.1^`tltll;t^<x'`^ ".>i td :;1SS11^,I.E4»:zl1^^a8
betwe, n "iruc^tLoi. for ul c Sri (angle i^ 	 ania the pro,jectlon olir
kite t ld Lun vector of t.itc: AES 0*11 the plane per.°pundicu.ter* tio the taxi:;
the hand of ti,e clock). Tiw comlronwits of ti.0 voc or*
of velocity In the point Bystein of c°. orc 1w . te r may he clett-{ m .nud,
us i n t f- :iubpr oeram , '"URN t Inten(:ga : for they mat tipl i c, =t 1 , = ; of t A
m^ttr.ix of dl.meni i.on tN, X` by the N-dimennlowit vector.
.3truc:ture. mire subpro ramts G'RI1, Mr.
Extsernfal, oubpr ograins util Lzeu : GCI, 'Ie,N ( z;1G}
Conversion to GRI-X:
C 11 G Ri X	 t , X03P O G ' 0 X1 , )-0:tL, Al ,
Initial. d- t
 : Plock M.-*-GreenwLcl. cocrul-n • toy of	 ; L oc%
XGI" --Greenwich coordIn teri of point Y; GI°^*^*tvodiiierislonHl block
0 )— Matrix of the transformation f'r m the ^reenwich to the po rt




block X1.3--coordin2 tes of AES In topocentr,ic point
ayatem of cuoruinstes, DAL, 'am, A4;, determined above.
4. Conversion to subproCram TURN.
C ,I.,L TURN (X, ts, Y, N).
Initial da ^a ; X--block of dimension N; A--block of dimension
(NI N) ; N—dimens—Ion.




^- – x «^ x






^ ^'P z - x PG T)xP^ Zx
G
' .s	 .^
-(x-- gip) ^- (Y a Ypc ^	 Y 1/2( . _	 ) ^'z	 L PG
h. arrctg zP /(xp + Yp^'sl
AZ =t Arcte (YP /xP)
( Gx i j ) —mate ..x of tr.-Anoform;.j 3;:. on from Giro--^nwic -1 system of coordin " tey
to the	 `nt form,
7. Text:
SUBpOUTINE GRPX(XV X f*GP• P ppA^^AM ► At1


















TransformatIon from the absolute system of coordinates to
the solar-ecliptic (109"-AN-MCL).
1. Purpose. For known coordinates of ASS (X O Y q "j) in the
ab"olute system of coordinates one determines the coordinates of
tho ASS in the solar-ecliptic sy.*- • em of coordinates, determLned by
the following me4,na- the center of the sy.;tem 0 coincides with the
center of the Usrth; axas CXc 0 j OY 0 a lie In Lite plane of the ecliptic,
the axis OX ce directod towards the sun, axiu () .. perpendicular to L-2
the plane of the ecliptic and form n6 on acute angle w th the axis
of rotation of the earth directed tow•,rd the north.
P. Structure. Subprogram ".B.Ialj.)ubproex-ams utilized: GCLTLN (BIO), Common block /BIEClj/,,.
3. Conversion: C A LL AB 03ECL (Xill t X4pi3O 0 XA-)?,, CLTJ) I CLX5) .
4• Initial data: Mock XA -abuolute coordinates of Io".1;
Block VIS 
3-- 
directed cosines of ^adius 	 vector of the sun in the
;i1it;olute systerr, of coordinates.
Retiult.s.- Block X."E.? 
7)-- coordinzites of AES ; CLT', M"
geocentric latitude and loilgitude of AES In sol-rir-ecliptic system of
coor(I in ,ter.
G. Uoe of Lite don-iin ("ORWIN. 'From tho block CON'T'.1" /Mr,"Cl P
one unari cos epuiluil and -:iin	 computed in thu subproj-,^ram
Cir Cc;	 wi oi -e epsllo -,,n-ongl ciff Lncllivt l - n of the plane of thet 
enll th l k. eoullitor to the -1 11,lnu- of Lie ecliptic.
P.
	














rAe r^ " (yo +Z *j
60 -ext:
Z 00






COMMON /OIECL/CE ► #StP
DI ME N :IO N Vl31.xSt31•XECt31
^1sSORTtxi121^><ft 2l^x it3^^xil311
I^tR112,3.2	 _
3 MsCE ► 	 11C^1iV'li1 M.V^^i;
• Mi*SE ► 148:IaNt1•.x34211
SOTO 4	 X9CIII8XICII)*AV
= MsxSt21/R1	 1X9Cj3)8X1C13)01R
MllsxSt31 / Ri 	 CALL 4tiLTLN(xEC , iECi0EC1
xECl11se . 	RETURN
to 1 J8103	 END
Y xECt11s^ECt11^VtJlsxStJ1
-- -. . .+..r.ret t ^,stsMti1^V131sM3^SSl1
49, 10. Mole . , Of t L-1t of the elAry q AEs i ntu tl,e e-t.rth ' s shadow
and exi ', i t<nr;t t: e .:: +. r aw (I1" --,;'A	 "'V}
Le y at , t u.xe. P)r known elements of the ^',, bit: a, e, i,
Ume6a, o ►
 e t,a, i'or rosi Liota in the orbit (u) at a 61ven momeht in
Lune t unu dotex"tni.ttets the i.,ioments of time oi ontry of tite 1 ;1' into
the hgdo:' of t.ite e'.rth and exit fr:,m Lt:e .siia.dow.
E. Jtructurw: :	 .-ub pro l ram ,a isiJ. „'•
One uzies external	 RC?OT 4 (1 11 )g :}t T 00P) .
Com ynon blo cks: 1CGR1 1 , /C TR4d , 1 , /C1,I/'3.
't	 Y	 ;'1P'
^. ^3 °.:)I1Ver.i t,C)t: 	 c."^^l"j." ^:):..ii.1^}e 	DT, mf A, T(, M4• lnit.l.al
 datti; Block, A-, cot*tai,ninL el,emot^ts of Life orbit
and the arl,";ume:nt of lotitudc: a, e, i, Omeba, omega, u; DT--data
in the form RJD, m--Moscow ti.tne, correspondin6 to ttte argume:it ofln't, i tune u.
. i3esal Ls • T1, "'rt ---are, respectively, the moments of entry of
t:ho AF-9 into the shadow of the mirth and exit from theshadow (in units
given by the scale factor &137-,C). If AES does not girt into the shadow,
then `i'1 = Tr?=41.
6. Use of the domain COVE ON: One uses the constants from the
blocks Cti = 14R N/CCR/ 1 , /CRE/ j p /C1 ,I/3 , ( seeI'os. , y,
table	 No. 1 table 2.3).
7. Algorithm: Moaunts of time (T1) of entry of AES into the
shadow of tite earth and M) of exit from the shadow are determined
%,Jthoµt computation of the effect of Lhe penu;ttbrai with tite assump-
t Lon to-at tite earth has no co ttpression and is not displaced orbit-
al,: Y. (7) • These moments of time correspond to actual anomalies of
the AES, satisfying the following *relationship:
Cosv = R a— fir _ 9	 (1)r
where Rtheta--radiun vector of tle tun, r--radius vector of the
AES O ae equatorial radius of the earth, gs* angle between
radius-vector of AEs and radius vector of the sun. The relation-
	 /01
ship (1) leads to the e quation of the fourth degree with respect to
52
ithe cosines of the actual, anomaly:
S' = *Aocos4 v +A r co 5 -u +A=c0s1 V +A jcosv +A 4 ,	 (2)
whereA ^ ^a e^`^C^ (Ls-0) ez- 	 + ,^)^rue	
?^?— ^ -) 2




A e AMAN, — V)e tA jZ= A (^L)	 k-P7




p — 'BpB^e'rp o 1L' s fi4c (1 — `.! ) ,
=X opf -+'Y&PY +ZopZ ,
=,X 0
 Qx + Y®QY +Z;Is
xo ; ^, ^a - aenpasffs ae zoomiyou pawca-BORTOpe COMM, aRo :directed	 cosines of radius vector of the sun
^^ •^ Cos w coso — stn (a ATI Q Cos L
pl, - cos ca since + s .n w cos 0 cos i
P'w -. sin (0 sin i
Qx. -stn w cosQ - cos w 3i,nilcos1,
Q Y. - stn o) sin 0 + cos w cowl cos t,
QZ - COS (o sift i
a	 The solutions to equations (2), satisfying the cond=..tions:
beta cos v + xi, sin v legs than Q,




:S P cosv +t sin v)(t cos v-0 sin v)-a ,^,e(l+ecosv)sinv >0
determines the value of the actual anomaly v  in the entry of theISZ
into the shado%v of the earth, S '
 less than zero correspoinds to the
value v2 , determining; the exit of theTS4Zj from thew=adow,
53
With t o value of t, time, for corresponding given
	 LL2Positi on of AES. in orbit, we determine tau, the time of passage ofd	 the MM , t}irnojrh xart .^«.
ixe AP •Ili/w" -	 tezia = (^1-e), ( j +eJV2 te%/2 ' rem U-41!.
mu-- produze of gravitational cunstant times the mass of t^..e earth.Y4omen^ts of tLme Ty
 (i=1 2-) are determined by the known vues t and
k vi;
Tj = t + (E1- est"
Ei
 /2 40 - e)/(! + 4V2 to V1/Q
'next:
^su'exovy fNt hHAOAw^el^T30iTi,t's!'
OfNEN:ION AfA1^ ► t01i13f1^YtAlilRtsl












11=6= f N IVI
 .




•	 ssti ^t f 1
?Nov OAIa195 Ito tvI
CALL . SUN tot,t.M1.«1.010!= 1
fFt^t3^0^^.^
•	 solo 34
M:s.xSI I lop IA1.x : t1Iop151







f^tY;LT 0 1. 1	'
1► s1t•If 1
tfsT^KtY A	 Y 1 tR SAL
4	 URIWAL PAGE, ISOF POOR QUALITY
^t
C LL SUN "t6Ti 1 MZF3^tii! r
34 co"TtUUE
A ► •^cl!• ► t^l
^a^ ► cl!*rcr^
► t61+^•PIAI
► t4ls► t2)• ► t1S
DO = Jsl^t
► t J 1s► 1lt • ► fisf t•AP* ► tJ*11













W2*10/ P K 414100
wl swt*w 2 aI5)w"4*w4ow1
APssed 00	 S	 J2103
Aassis 4tJ)sQ(J)*wl4p(J)-w2op(J*31*W3•




Pt3is26o p (4) 6 K23
P12)s p t3)* A t3) A 1it1P12I)9,0011pt1I;Pt2)•^t:!)/t 11 tVs24tiltAP O A4 0 ti(K
-N)1201207
atl) s 0t ^, ► `at:I
1 12
DO	 l! JmK,N

















IP ty 0 t.T 0 0, l
V=V#pl2











4.l L. Calculat*on of the roots of algebraic equations of the
fourth, third and second degree: (Ili.-RC 14)
1. 1-urpose. Determinot illon of the roots of the algebraic
equation







of the fourth A 0 / O t third (A 0  O) and second (A 0 -v t AI=O)
degree with real coefficients.
2. -3tructure:	 013ubpv,-)6r.,m R^;OT it.
3. Conversion; CALL RoOT4 U  Y O IR./'OInitial data: Block A—coefficieats of equiutiun (1) in
order: A 0 A l
	 3 , A0 3 	 4'
Results: Block Y,,--roots of equation (1);
Block IR2
 --characturistIcs of t ilLe roots:
0, if YO), 'Y U )--real rootn
( 1)= 4, if Y(1), Y(,7 '	 n.) real and iaginary part of acomplex root (for co:iplax-conju ate root Y(P)
Lstaken with '.hn ova osLte sLg-n^
i t if AO= A,= A2 --O (equatl.oi of first degree)
Os,Lf YQ) Y(10--real rt,ots
t( .10--real ant'l' iwaclnar Pez-t of
Mqvlex root (for complex conjugate root Y(.1t ) ta-
I R (T')
	 40 ii wLtll op,; ,onite sign)
	
3, if	 =0 (equoti-n of third degree)
	
Lf	 is	 .0 (equ,nt' n of sucond deeree)
	
I t ix	 (equo.Loii of	 d--Grve).
-Walal ,416 Fu g' I R (1) =1 '1(i)--root of equatinn
v. t re e	 iov 1 A ( L )	 Y(3)--,rr,.l ruot of an eriva ,.L ii of tne f.i:l.n.
1"L 
	
f equation 0 ono uses the
iAlO.)PI-thiri, de.3cribed in
a ) .0"rlu ,Ati on of 4 degreu,
 is S;olved by the inetiiod of Descartc.,i:
Dividing equ ritioi, (1) by A.0 (if A.-O, then we proceed to part delta),
we Obtain
	
Y + B + A ,2 Y + B Y + B 0
^ ►e transfor-An th-iseouation, excludiiii-, fro-, it tie term of the third
degree,:
*PX9 + ax + *4
W + 381 h -tat
4 +13,3 1 182 + 2B 2 h +8 3
4 +B1 *, +a 2 h 2 33h
—B1 14 o	 Y sjtt+kI
ZbA
For '=0 we obttiln the biquadrotic eountion; for the solution of
which we use the formulas of p rt v. For V 4 we consider the
cubic resolvent	 y.^^ r.
L o tC =t =
 +C,t +C : 0,




We transform equation (3) into the form:
It' + ax +6 =o.





27 + 4 9
It 11.1ta is greater than 0.then the solution of e quation (4)
.Ls ,found 	 rnrr nl a of Kaplan
X Z — Rommexcmie xopan,Z 11  Z E -^CO311P..ux ruu lca.
If Delta =09 then the ro is of equation (4) are determined by the
f ar•mula :
I A =0, ro Ropxa ypasaemm (4) capeAexer no i
=(+61 2) 1/3
If :delta is less grant U, then we use the representation, of the
roots as res(,lvents r 3.n trigonometric Corm,
x j = Lo Cos V/3 •,	 z! =EoCO3 ((P/3 + 1200), za=EoC0S (cp/3 +240% i
^e 'Ea = 2
 ^- 3 }_ , Cog 	 6 _ 2 2^^	 . s
We select a critical root of eauat on (3);
R^= Amax ( x, -s, x=-s x3-sj,
where zi-s--real root of equation (3).
Knowing R I O it is pos, ible to break down eaua.t ion (P) with the
multipliers:
.(r + x + x
2 p+R' -Q,t ),	 A"112 (P+R' +Q1V"1
UsLne, ti ►erelutionships of division V, we obtain the solutions xi
(i=1 0 1j) or two quadratic enuations (!,), and consonuently--th& roots
of aqw-tion (1): yj=%+h;
6. Cubic eque io w write in the form
A l y3 + A^y 2 + 11,3y -f Alt =0 e
Dividing the left side by A, (if A l =0, we go on to division b)$
we obtain y3
 ic,,y 2 +0 y +c4.z0.
Tius equation colucides with equat i on (3) 9 the solution of
which Is described In division a.
R ,=rk For Delta greater than zero the complex roots y l , yi,
of equation (u) axe obtained by the sulution of a. quadratic equatioi.-
Wheve 
a--" 
, .j1 root of equation (4), S=c,/3.3
b) :AvLding the left side of the (;uadratic equation
y +A4 -0 by X (if AP=O, then we r;o on to3
divisl!)n c), we obtain:
+T!	 f" +11 o3%7	 4-




C) Er uati ,,in of the Ill-sT. aegree A3Y +A,f.;!U,







.3ueab u T* 1 N2 RpOt•cS^v^tR!
DIMENSION At5l^Yt•l^jR121,tN431^6161
DATA ► t rrt02, ► 1:/i• 1.1:026 5 ,f. 5 tilti '!l ^6^ !• »t;^f/

























































fob"!F (At 2))13 ► ,10^r




















y Ir.tl^R) Z 2rx3,23	 .
00^2A+• Ji1•3
.WtJ)sw.00S(wj /a.)












V(3) s V11)'V(2)-S Ks3
V(1) s 0, 0070
	 103
'V(2) 2 0, 107 00 30	 jxl#N,2
K s IR(2) I=IN(.i)
k1 s V43) V(J)XvtJ)4m
GOTO
	
(1119203,20 3 ) ► K IF;IR(l))30.3Xa30
15 WsAOS(e(v) 31 NtJ ♦ i)sytJ+1)*H
W1=A40GiW) 3 0 CONTINUE
W 1=EXPtwl/3.) ^^ AOTO	 103
V(l)sSIGNtW	 f5R) i:20S SrR!)=0t2)•4t3)
V(2)s- y tlf Vt2)=Vt1)^Vt.3)•t3t3)
Vti)s2 • V411 j N=1
Vt3)=Vt2) ► Ks2
110 D0 26J = 1. 3 ' GOTO	 103
26 V(J) s V(J )
- S X101 IF(A(3))36 ► 102,36
GOTO	 (106 ► 1t)5,205)#K 36 Vtl)= A(4)/A(3)
106 R1=AMAX1tV ( 1)tv(2)#V(3)) , V(2)=A(5)/A(3)
111 V(1) x SQRTtRi) IR(2)x2




WI C Q /V(l) -102 IF(A(4))37#105037
V(2)=(W-W1)/2. 37 veil=-Ats)/gtAf




























' ABSECL .1 09 58
ADAMSP' a OI 24
ADINT 002 3I
.AINLAT , 1 O5 52
APSI S M 04 43
ASIN 1 04 52
AULONO 1 03 50
BL 1 04 52
CARMEL 104 52
EYT M M 02 36
,rxmi F 03 II
F.ATM F 02 L0
FC 1100 • F 06' 17
MRSS F 04 I4
FL1G;E1T F 05 I5
FNORAV F OI 8
r
FORCE F 07 I8
Q)KLL I v2 48
GRPX 1 08 57
IA[rE&, ' 1.04 52
MW 1 04 52
I	 '?r
LINES 104
. LOMOD F I
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